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Subject: Rembrandt, Minerva 

From: EPBowron@mfah.org 

Date: Tue, 7 Jan 2003 15:30:52 -0600 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

CC: otto@dutchpaintings.com 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

I expect you have heard the disappointing news from Otto that we simply 

can't raise the funds to acquire the magnificent Minerva. I cannot remember 

when a picture caused such a stir in the local community and received such 

an enthusiastic and universal response, from the art handlers to visitors to 

the galleries to the museum's trustees. Unfortunately, however, about the 

time the painting was unveiled at Maastricht the museum began pursuing an 

important and expensive collection of vintage photographs, and the donors we 

expected to help with this new purchase simply have not materialized. Our 

efforts to acquire the painting have not been helped, as you can imagine, by 

the collapse of Enron, the effects of which reverberate throughout Houston, 

and the turmoil of the financial markets during the past six months. Our 

failure is all the more disappointing because I cannot imagine that another 

opportunity to acquire such a great painting by Rembrandt will present 

itself. 

I also want to thank you for the loan of the tremendous marine painting by 

Jane VancemCanpel he mawnilchmalineimMc/ mia E cea tnSmclvcimlabie wal woul ke eo 

pursue further. The museum has a small but choice group of 17th-century 

Dutch pictures but no marine painting. 

I regret having to write such a disappointing letter, and I only wish the 

outcome of our efforts to acquire the Rembrandt were more successful. 

With best wishes and gratitude, 

Pete Bowron 

Dr. Edgar Peters Bowron 

The Audrey Jones Beck Curator of European Art 

The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston 

PO, Box SSA 

KOUsSEOm, IX ATZES=—G32 

(Eelo aS mos ON iS26 
(eeox)) VIS CSS 739 
e-mail: epbowron@mfah.org 

1/7/2003 4:32 PM 

mailbox:///C\|/Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/Application%20... 
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January 27, 2003 

Mr. Clovis Whitfield 

Whitfield Fine Art Limited 

180 New Bond Street 

London W1Y 9PD 

England RE: ABFA #2588 

Dear Clovis, 

I am placing with you as non-exclusive agent of Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

(“ABFA”) a painting entitled Jacob Blessing His Grandchildren by Mattia 

Preti, o1lon canvas, loss 200 cms. 

ABFA acquired this painting from Lawrence Steigrad in New York on 

January 27, 2003. 

The terms of the placement of this painting for sale by you on ABFA’s behalf 

are as follow: 

1. Today’s cost of the painting 1s agreed to be U.S. $110,000.00. 

2. You will have the right to sell the painting for a period of three (8) years 

from today’s date. 

3. The current annual cost of money is agreed at 10%. 

4. You will not sell the painting at less than today’s cost, increased by the 

pro rated annual cost of money, as appropriate. 

5. You will insure the painting for its current cost, again increased from time 

to time as may be appropriate by the pro rated annual cost of money. 

6. The painting will remain ABFA’s property until sold in accordance with 

the terms of this letter. 





Whitfield Fine Art Limited Re: ABFA #2588 

Page Two 

January 27, 2003 

Upon successful sale of the painting by you within the period referred to in 2. 

above, the net profit shall be calculated by deducting from the gross proceeds 

of sales: 

i. Today’s cost of the painting in U.S. Dollars increased by the cost of 

money calculated from today’s date until the date of sale, and 

ii. You will submit costs of restoration, etc. and ABFA will pay its half 

share promptly. 

Whereupon you shall pay to ABFA the whole of the amount referred to in (1) 

U.S. Dollars together with fifty percent (50%) of the net profit. You shall be 

entitled to retain the remaining fifty percent (50%) of the net profit. 

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this Agreement confirming your 

acceptance of the above. 

Nee 
Alfred Bader 

For and On Behalf of Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

Sincerely, 

AB/az 

1/27/2003 

I agree to the terms and conditions set out above. 

For and On Behalf ab fee Whitfield Fine Art Limited 





LAWRENCE STEIGRAD FINE ARTS 
42 East 76th Street 

New York, New York 10021 

Tel.: (212) 517-3643 Website: steigrad.com Fax: (212) 517-3914 

January 23, 2003 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts INVOICE NO. 

Astor Hotel 

924 East Tuneau Ave. 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 2130 

INVOICE 

For the purchase of the following painting: 

MATTIA PRETI (1613-1699) 

JACOB BLESSING EPHRAIM 

Oil on canvas 

153 x 205 cm. 

PROVENANCE 
Probably Princess Assunta Palmieri di Monferrato 

Salvatore Bufardi, Havana, ca. 1932 

Severino Marrozoz y Andrade, 1935 

Nicholas E. Meneses y Comas, Philadelphia, before 1939 

James E. Meneses, his son, by inheritance 

Total Amount Due: 

Please make check payable to Lawrence Steigrad Fine Arts. Thank you. 

0 frat 
=) s 

1 } j,¢c le a ae 

\ Goa Pi s> : 

0 
The property in the work(s) described above shall not pass to the buyer until payment in full has been received by us. 

$110,000. 
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¥ I, Antcnio Rodriguez Morey, Director of the National Museum, i : : 3 b 
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1 Q&RTIPY:—~ that the paintines the \ fae 
\ ) 1615-1699, of tn: Napolitan Sohcol; 

4 
the "Sketch of a Cupola" by sntonio Balestra, 1666- \ 1740; "The Sleeping Beaity at the Forrest! by Sir William Beechey, 1743-1839; the "Bust of a Wonan" by Pranools Boucher, 1703-1770; a " LenScapel pertaining to the French \ School of the 18th Cexutury; "The Adoration of the Child Jasus by Clabouo Farslli, 1624— "Portrait of Queen Marla Carolina of Naples" 

and Christ" by Giovenoned, 

t 

5 

, 
{ 

| 

"Dying Tobia" by Mattia Preti, know as "el Calabrese’ I 

’ 

1706; 
by Le Barbera, 19th Cantury; “Wadoune > 

of the collection of paintings, sculptcares, 
furnitures and objeots of art dDonght free Sr; Sal 

1500, were part 
Vavestries, 

vador Buffardi by the 
Government, for the National Waseum, for the amount of $248,000.00, amongst whish ware 
peiutings by suoh old masters ag Ugolirno Da Siena, Arcrea Sabatino, tmgelo Di Cosine, 

y wicino, Salvator tosa, Wattia Presi, 
Tintoretro, Laca Giordano, Ruoppoli, BSarodieri, 

De Caro, Domenico Retin 

Learcro Bagsano, Balestra, Sebastiano Ricci 
Massimo Stanzioni, 

A. Garraccio, Conca, 
Van Thulden, Van Eackout, Goveert Flink, Yan de ¥enlen, 

Lawrerce, David, worelli, etc, iMeny of these paintings, &S well as those stove mentioned, | vere pert of the well kmovn scllection of old paintings belonging to the House of Mon_ 
ferrato, known as one of the most famous in Surope, and said paintingg were bought by St. Eufferdi from one of the Last heirs o f said secular family, the Princess Assunta 
Palmieri ce Uonferrat, 

: y 

The above nentioned paintings were not equally bought by tha Governmert, for 
xe Natiozal wusewa, due to tke fact that they arrived hero too late, 
( 

‘i Sworn in Havana, Cute, this fifteenth day of .tey, 1935, z x 

: (Signed) 4, Rodriguez Morey, 

Director, Faers 1S & See) as follows: 2 : : 
Republic of Cuba | 

Naticrial Uusaum: 





‘I, JOSS G&RALE sk, Clerk of tho Southoru Court of First instance of this Capital. \ 
DIYS iN 
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CARLIPY:- what attached to proceedings relative to tne suit | 

t 

| 
} 

NM why 
AN 

instituted by xr. Severino serrozos y Andrade ageinst air, Salvatore 

Euffardi, there is ay appraisal of goods which reads as follows: -- 

Ignacio de yeza y resonteu, Appraiser, etc, - Sets forth: that so es 

to carry out the order received from the Southern Court of First Izn- 

stance of tnis city, ss a sevarate ruling so as to fulfil tha decision 

made ou the suit instituted by Severino Marrozos y Andrade agaiust Selva- 

tore Buffardi, %o regain money loaned, proceadings of which are foldowed 
| 

before the Clark of said COuny ele Jose Garate, I took the necassary 

action 30 as to eoereise the goods attached, and in this regard I inform L 

as follows: APPHAISAL: ~ Of the paintings, true works of art made by old 

masters, whioh ware brought to this country by the defendant, as shown in 

the proceedings, and which are as follows: the "Dying wobdia" by Mattia 

Prati, known as the Cavaliere Calabrose, 1613~1669 | Napolitan School); 

"Sketch of a Cupola" by Antorio Balestra, 1666-1740; “ieddorme and Christ” 

by Jerome Givernone, xIv Century; "Bust of a Lady" by Francois Boucnar, 

1703-1770; a "Landscape" of the Franch School of the XVIII Cyutury; 

“Adoration of the Child Jesus" by Giacomo Farelli, 1624-17063 "Post zait 

o2 Queen Maria Carolina of “naples” by. La Barbera, XIX Century; "Sleeping 

Beauty at the Porrest’ by. Sir William poecLoy éll of which are valued, 

in ‘consideration of daing works Sorart and for. this reason should have a 

higher selling value, in the amount twenty thousend dollars ($20,000.00). 

whe above mentioned paintings are, tnererore: appraised “in the said amount 

of twenty thougance dollars, currengy, as stated, in fulfilment of the 

ordex received from said Court, 1 iesue and sign this apvreisal at Eavana, 

this thirtieth day of Tanuary™ 1935, - \Signed) - Ignacio ds vega, 

And, in accordance with order of this Counrt, this certificate 4s issued 
to ar, Severino warrozos y Andrade, at Havana, this eleventh day of May, 1935, 

- sa = 

(Signed) Jose Garate BIN, OLlerk. 





JOHN T. SPIKE 

PIAZZA DE’ MOZZ1, 5 

50125 FIRENZE 

14.x1i.02 

Gentlemen: 

I am pleased to confirm that I have examined the photograph of the painting 

representing Jacob Blessing Ephraim (oil on canvas, 153 x 205 cm), which I consider 

to be a fine and fully autograph work by Mattia Preti datable to the 1680s. 

Mattia Preti (1613-1699), called Il Cavalier Calabrese, was one of the principal Italian 

painters of the seventeenth century. He began his career in Rome as the last great 

follower of Caravaggio; during the 1640s Preti broadened and enriched his style with 

travels to Emilia and Venice. During his seven years of activity in Naples, 1653-1660, 

Preti became the leader of that prestigious school of painting. His last four decades 

were dedicated to the service of the Knights of Malta. In addition to the vault and most 

of the altarpieces in the Conventual Church of St John, Valletta, Preti executed 

commissions for the most important noble families of Europe. 

This unpublished Jacob Blessing Ephraim is an important rediscovery which I intend 

to include in the forthcoming Supplement to my Catalogue Raisonné of the Paintings 

of Mattia Preti. The subject is taken from the Book of Genesis (48:1-20): when 

Joseph learned that his father Jacob was ailing, he brought his two sons Manasseh and 

Ephraim to their grandfather’s bedside in order to be blessed by him. Manasseh, 

Joseph’s first-born, was placed at Jacob’s right knee to receive the blessing from 

Jacob’s right hand, but the aged patriarch deliberately crossed his hands so as to 

bestow the greater blessing on Ephraim, his younger brother. 

Preti has captured the moment of highest drama in the story. Joseph, young, virile 

and richly attired in red cap and mantle, is shown as he speaks out to interrupt his 

father’s gesture, but the old man stares him down. This is a most original departure 

from the customary depiction of Jacob as almost sightless, as indeed Preti portrayed 

him in his slightly earlier, less ambitious, treatment of this theme in a private 

collection in Paris (Spike cat. 155). I would also note that the two solemnly trusting 

boys, Manasseh and Ephraim, stand out as perhaps the finest portraits of children in 

all of Preti’s extensive oeuvre. 

This Jacob Blessing Ephraim can be securely dated to the 1680s on the basis of its 

many points of comparison with several of Preti’s best paintings of that decade, such 

as the Queen Tomyris receiving the Head of Cyrus in the Musée du Louvre and the 

altarpieces of St Peter Martyr and St Sebastian in the church of San Domenico in 

Taverna. 





(no subject) 

Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Tue, 18 Jan 2005 12:14:11 EST 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 

Unfortunately | received yesterday a telephone call from Stephen Wynn that the Bloemaert would not be 

for him and today a call from Herzig that he had a conference with the Lichtenstein people and that they 

also would not want to consider the Bloemaert (condition problems as they want something pristine 

according to Herzig). But | have two curators coming to see it in February and | am working on other 

possibilities, so | am full of hope. 

Best, 

Gui 
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Subject: FW: jpg of art 

From: "Lubavitch" <lubavitch@wi.rr.com> 

Date: Fri, 21 Feb 2003 12:05:58 -0600 

To: "Dr. Alfred Bader'" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Rabbi Mendel Shmotkin 
Lubavitch of Wisconsin 

3109 N. Lake Dr. 
Milwaukee, WI 53211 

414-961-6100 x301 
Cell 414-477-7717 
Rabbimendel@milwaukeechabad.com 

From: Menachem Gurewitz [mailto:chabadoffenbach@yahoo.com] 

Sent: Friday, February 21, 2003 9:17 AM 
To: rabbimendel@milwaukeechabad.com 

Subject: Fw: jpgs 

Hi 

| am sending you the pictures they are all jpg's 
the history is long to make it short: 

he comes from a very rich russian family his grandfather was a "white" in russia and had to run away 
when the bolchevik revolution came he escaped to Romania with these paintings 
if you want more details ask me 

Mendel 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 
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Subject: Re: Your letter of February 25th 

From: Rochatoldmasters@aol.com 

Date: Wed, 26 Feb 2003 19:11:13 EST 

To: baderfa@execpce.com 

Dear Mrs. Zuehlke, 

Thank you for your kind message. | will be looking 

me entirely at his convenience. 

Yours sincerely, 
Gui Rochat 

mailbox:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/Application
”20 ay 

forward patiently to Dr. Bader's letter or he can email 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

2/27/2003 8:43 AM 





To Dr, Alfred Bader: Monday morning 

Dear Alfred, 

I hope that you are feeling better with your back this morning. I am writing this to you as I want to wander 

about town this morning and I do not know how easy it is to find a telephone. 

I think that I will come to see you well before 4 p.m. this after noon as I do not expect I will stay a long 

time with Ms Winters or Mr. Gordon at the museum. 

I also would like to take the small Pierre with me to New York as I can have a color transparency made 

there and it would be easier to study and do further research on it. It is a very nice little picture. 

As you may have noticed I look with very much concentration and up close to paintings as I want to see (as 
a former artist) how the painter smeared his paint onto the canvas, which is a sure sign of his/her manner. 

(Am I forgiven for failing the “Boilly’ test ? And is this not maybe a small portrait by the French artist 

Wicar ?) 

I also forgot to ask you if you have had any scholarly opinions on your beautiful study for his “Venus 

Endormi’ (in the Louvre) by Boucher ? 

I hope to see you this afternoon well before 4 p.m. 

Kindest regards, 

Gui Rochat 





Subject: Re: French pictures 

From: Rochatoldmasters@aol.com 

Date: Thu, 27 Feb 2003 21:04:49 EST 

To: baderfa@execpce.com 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

Is it not much easier to correspond by email ? In any case | hope that you will bear with me on my 
researches. 

1. | frankly do not feel that your beautiful man's portrait is by Bourdon. It is too 
warm and serene. It is very close in fact to Philippe de Champaigne. Has it been 
checked against portraits by de Champaigne in Bernard Dorival ? If so and no 
connection could be found, then | would suggest a very close painter to 
Champaigne of considerable talent, Claude LeFebvre (Fontainebleau 1637-1675 
Paris), who displays also traits of Bourdon. LeFebvre was a pupil of LeBrun and | 
can see the interest in expressions by LeBrun reflected in your portrait. It is really 
quite marvellous and very 'Flemish' in a way. There is a well-known portrait of 
Colbert, the minister of Louis XIV by LeFebvre in Versailles. 

2. | am surprised that Sotheby's did not catalogue your Boucher with a full attribution, 
the quality of the figure is superb and entirely within his brush work. | would think it 
to be a ‘premiere pensee' (a first sketch) for the lost work omitting the later 
addition of Cupid. 

When | receive your photographs of the 'Panini’ drawing | will write you again. 

| was flattered that you told me that you had a good report on me from an auction house. In fact | am 
friends with Anthony Crichton Stuart and of course some of my former colleagues at Sotheby's as well, 
and with lan Kennedy who is now a museum curator. A good friend is also Scott Schaefer at the Getty, 
who has been always very encouraging to me. 

In fact | tried once to persuade you to inspect a small panel of a Man in a Turban in 1994 when | was an 
art consultant at Butterfields in San Francisco. This wonderful small panel had been given to Rembrandt 
by Valentiner and Bredius and had gone through the Schaeffer galleries in the 1950's, but was 
debunked by Bauch, Gerson, Schneider and Ekkart to be probably by Lievens. Sumowski gave an 
attribution to Jacques des Rousseaux. It was bought for fairly little by Solomon Lillian. Later | heard that 
Hans Cremer in The Hague was convinced that it was by Rembrandt and that Lillian sold it in America. | 
wonder if you might have thought better of it after all... 
| always thought it to be of superb quality. 

Kindest regards, 
Gui Rochat 

Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 

website: www.frencholdmasters org 

tel 212.673.3484 
fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 

mailbox:///C|//Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/Application%20... 

2/28/2003 9:02 AM 
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BADER ESTABLI 

February 27, 2003 

Mr. Gui Rochat 

Old Master Paintings & Drawings 

51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012 

Dear Mr. Rochat, 

Thank you for your two faxes both dated February Dore 

It would be fun and interesting to get to know you personally. Plane tickets are very 

much less expensive if you fly over a weekend. I think from LaGuardia to Milwaukee 

and the return by Midwest Express (the best airline there is) is only about $250.00. The 

hotel where my gallery is gives special prices to visitors who tell them that they plan to 

visit Bader, somewhere well under $100 per night. 

Isabel and I are leaving for London on March 17", returning March 28". The weekend 

before our trip will be exceedingly busy but the weekend of March 8" or the weekend of 

April 5" would be good. 

If you came over a Saturday I could spend late Saturday afternoon, Saturday evening and 

most of Sunday with you. 

To turn now to the paintings that you discussed: 

I am glad that you like the little Pierre on copper. If you took the painting, either buying 

it outright or taking it on consignment, could you not write to Mr. Aaron? As you say, 

the painting really is charming and in very good condition. During the last 100 years it 

was called Berchem but in a Neapolitan collection of 1875 it was called Pierre, but the 

name was a bit mangled. I’ll show you all the details when I see you. 

To turn now to the portrait which you would refer to as circle of Perronneau, [ am 

sending you by mail a copy of Roethlisberger’s letter which shows his great admiration 

for this painting. But of course it is not saleable at a reasonable price unless we have a 

firm attribution and circle of Perronneau would not serve us well. 

By Appointment Only 

NS HOR Ode 6S UIE O22 

924 EAST JUNEAU AVENUE 

MEL WAUKRER WISCONSIN USA $3202 
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Mr. Gui Rochat 

February 27, 2003 

Page Two 

I am very interested in your comments about the painting which Rudi Ekkart firmly 

attributed to Bourdon. I am looking at this painting as I am dictating and I must tell you 

that I really love the painting. I very much like Rudi Ekkart and he certainly has 

published a great many well accepted attributions to many portraitists. But whoever buys 

this painting will almost certainly buy it because it is such a moving image rather than 

because of the attribution. 

I have other French works which may interest you. One is a lovely pen and ink drawing 

which the previous owner called Pannini, which surely it is not. That same owner called 

the Pierre ‘Berchem’. I am sending you a black/white photograph by mail and you will 

probably agree that it is French and may actually have a name. 

Also, some years ago I bought a painting which Sotheby’s in their May 19, 1995 

catalogue, lot 104, described as ‘attributed to Boucher’. Do look at the catalogue and 

then at the painting when you come here. 

You may find other French paintings hiding under Flemish attributions. 

I look forward to meeting you personally and remain with best regards 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

AB/az 

Enc. 
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} February 25, 2003 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

by fax 

Re: ABFA # 1445 | 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

Please forgive me for bathering you once again with a fax. 

{ have looked up some images of possible painters for the portrait of a Young Man with Series hair anc 
with a white lace scarf and dressed in a fur lined jacket embroidered wich gold curlicues and f came across a 
lave 18° century pastelliste whom | am familiar with, named Jean-Baptiste Perronneau (7 15-1783). He isa 
follower of Nattier and was not only known asa fine porerait painter in pastels but also made oil studies. The 
direct gaze, the finely wrought eyebrows, the pronounced nose and the pouting lips are ofeen found in his 
works as well as the sketchy creatment of the clothing. 

| would therefore propose the following atiribution for this portrait: Circle of Jean- Baptiste Perronneats 
(Paris 1715-1783 Amsterdam) Poreeaic of a Young Man, circa 1775. | 

T hope that T may have been of some help to you. Of course when I see it in person I could refisie iy 
attribution. 

Thope thar you will forgive rac but fam somewhar doubeful about the attribution of che partrair of a man 
given to Sebastian Bourdon, | have noticed that Dr. Ekkare sometimes is a bit rash in his accributions and I 
am not entirely convinced chat he is correct here, T hope that I may have a chance to sve this too some time. 

i} 
{ 

| 
Kindest regards, your 

Membre Sociale det Hiskeava det Mil frcvoncrices hy appocntiment 

5) acme Street, suite 185 cel 212.673.3484 
New York, NY 10012, USA fax 425, 955. 442 

email: rochgtoldmasters@aol.com 





about:blank 

Dear Mr. Rochat, 

Dr. Bader regrets that he has been unable to answer your letter properly. These past few days have 

been overwhelming with visitors, meetings and appointments. He does, however, intend to reply in 

the next day or two. 

With best regards, 

(Mrs.) Ann Zuehlke 

Gallery Manager 

2/26/2003 4:39 PM 





Sent By: GUIROCHAT FINE ART; 425 9553422; Feb-25-03 15:45, Fage 1/2 
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Oh oMastex Printings and Diranwcnys 

February 25, 2003 
| 

Dr. Alfred Bader 
Aifred Bader Fine Arts 
Astor Hotel, Suite 622 
924 East Juneau Avenue 
Miwaukee, Wisconsin 55202 

Oear Dr. Bader, 

‘Thank you for your very kind reply of February 17, 2003. } would be delighted to meet you in 

Mitwaukee or elsewhere on your travels within the near future. There are actuaily several direct 

flights from New York to Milwaukee in mid-March and | could certainly come then to see you ff 

that would be convenient to you. 

| hope that you had the occasion to jook at my website werw frenchold eng 

shows rrty ieve! of scholarship and contact with European museums 23 well as with some 

American ones. My catalogue was intended to demonstrate that in print, despite the fact that | 

made a mistake in attribution on the Head of an Old Man, number 7. it was caused by 

misinformation fram the Greuze expert Dr. Edgar Munhall, former curator al the Frick and a 

personal friend, who on seeing the painting told ma that it could not be by Grauze (ae the 

Spencer Samuels Gallery had it), but possibly by a painter called Aubry of Bachelier. This thraw 

me off and so | decided on an attribution to Gabriel-Francels Doyen, whieh really did nen satisty 

me at all and so | started my research again al the Frick library. | discovered that this fine 

portrait study (horribly illustrated in my catalogue as the ral tones are gray-pink and not brown) 

is by a foremost pupil of Greuze, named Pierre-Alexandre Wille (1748-1821), who made 

numerous drawings of oid men directly relating to my painting. Munhall concurs, aut & bit late. | 

quote this long story to demonstrate to you that even with scholars one has to be careful (! fust 

actually dealers’ judgments more as ther own funds are always involved), 

i looked at your website and at ABFA # 1B89 and # 1445. There seems to be no reason tO 

doubt the atiribution to Pierre on # 1889 a8 an early work from before 1740, though | arn not 

familiar with small oils on copper by Piene. The chiaroscuro and the highlights wath the fine 

features of the figures as well as the colors would 
fall within Pieme’s work. Lam not aurpisad 

that you would not hear from Ollvier Aaron as French scholars are notorlously quite difficull, Can 

he be reached maybe through the Louvre or Sarbanne 9 itis indeed a very charming work and | 

wish | could buy it myself from you. 

ABEA # 1445 is neither related to Fragonard nor influenced by Boucher, butt is @ fairly fate 4am 

century portrait with remarkably free brush work an
d a background scurribled in an aimost 

‘Davidian’ manner. The softness of the modeling reminds me of a pastetiste like Quentin de ia 
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Tour and | teei one should look in that direction. | parsonally would took af a pupil of follower of 

Jean-Marc Nattier. is it possibly oil on paper laid down to canvas ? | printed the color image from 
your website and will try to place H. If | do have the chance to visit you | Bets) then possibly take 

@ look at both pictures. 

l find both paintings intriguing and would be delighttad to try to sell them for yau. But | shauld see 
them at first hand and do the required reseerch first to make sure | cart saan offer than as 

atinbuted to the correct painter, 

With kindest regards, 

— Bay 

oie 
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$1 MacDougal Street, suite 185 tel 212.675.3484 
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website: www.freacholdmasters.ory email: rochatoldmasters@yal.com 
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Mr. Gui Rochat NOC HE fr 
Old Master Paintings & Drawings 2 or: 58 S 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 ary 
New York, NY 10012 Phone 

Ml - 277 - nti O 
Dear Mr. Rochat, 

Thank you for your two faxes both dated February 25". 

It would be fun and interesting to get to know you personally. Plane tickets are very 
much less expensive if you fly over a weekend. I think from LaGuardia to Milwaukee 
and the return by Midwest Express (the best airline there is) is onl y about $250.00. The 
hotel where my gallery is gives special prices to visitors who tell them that they plan to 
visit Bader, somewhere well under $100 per night. 

Isabel and I are leaving for London on March 17", returning March 28"". The weekend 
before our trip will be exceedingly busy but the weekend of March 8"" or the weekend of 
April 5"" would be good. 

If you came over a Saturday I could spend late Saturday afternoon, Saturday evening and 
most of Sunday with you. 

To turn now to the paintings that you discussed: 

I am glad that you like the little Pierre on copper. If you took the painting, either buying 
it outright or taking it on consignment, could you not write to Mr. Aaron? As you say, 
the painting really is charming and in very good condition. During the last 100 years it 
was called Berchem but in a Neapolitan collection of 1875 it was called Pierre, but the 
name was a bit mangled. I'll show you all the details when I see you. 

To turn now to the portrait which you would refer to as circle of Perronneau. I am 
sending you by mail a copy of Roethlisberger’s letter which shows his great admiration 
for this painting. But of course it is not saleable at a reasonable price unless we have a 
firm attribution and circle of Perronneau would not serve us well. 

ee Rie eee coud a>, 

ea SEG, * . 
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Mr. Gui Rochat 

February 27, 2003 

Page Two 

I am very interested in your comments about the painting which Rudi Ekkart firmly 
attributed to Bourdon. I am looking at this painting as I am dictating and I must tell you 
that I really love the painting. I very much like Rudi Ekkart and he certainly has 
published a great many well accepted attributions to many portraitists. But whoever buys 
this painting will almost certainly buy it because it is such a moving image rather than 
because of the attribution. 

I have other French works which may interest you. One is a lovely pen and ink drawing 
which the previous owner called Pannini, which surely it is not. That same owner called 
the Pierre ‘Berchem’. I am sending you a black/white photograph by mail and you will 
probably agree that it is French and may actually have a name. 

Also, some years ago I bought a painting which Sotheby’s in their May 19, 1995 
catalogue, lot 104, described as “attributed to Boucher’. Do look at the catalogue and 
then at the painting when you come here. 

You may find other French paintings hiding under Flemish attributions. 

I look forward to meeting you personally and remain with best regards 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

AB/az 

Bae. 





March 7, 2003 

Mr. Gui Rochat 
c/o 

Astor Hotel — please hold for arrival on Saturday afternoon 

Dear Mr. Rochat. 

Welcome to Milwaukee. 

Luckily, the weather promises to be pretty good. 

My wife, Isabel, her sister Marion and I will pick you up at the hotel at about 5:30PM Saturday 
afternoon and take you to a very simple family restaurant to which we like to go. We go there often 
with good friends, though not with distinguished art historians. Of course, I hope to become your 
friend. 

I have left Sunday morning free to look at paintings in the gallery and then go to lunch. 

There are a number of trains and buses that could take you to Chicago on Sunday but perhaps you will 
want to stay a day longer in Milwaukee. 

With all good wishes I am 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

AB/az 





GREYHOUND BUS SCHEDULE As of 10-12-2000 

FROM MILWAUKEE TO CHICAGO DOWNTOWN: 
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DR ALFRED BADER 

Dole lahat Dean sok ebalo NE “ACR: des 

February 28, 2003 

Dr. Laurie Winters, Curator 

Milwaukee Art Museum 

750 N. Lincoln Memorial Drive 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

Dear Laurie, 

Next Saturday and Sunday a young and, I believe, very able dealer specializing 

in French paintings will be visiting us. His name is Gui Rochat, his website is 

www.frencholdmasters.org, his telephone number is 212-673-3484, fax number 

is 425-955-3422 and e-mail is rochatoldmasters@aol.com. 

He will be arriving at the Astor Hotel around noon on Saturday, March 8th, and 

will wander over to the Art Museum to look at paintings. 

If you have the time, I think you would enjoy meeting him. I have not met him 

yet, but inquiring about him I found that he is really a very able specialist, 

mainly in French 18 century paintings and also a very nice fellow. 

With best regards I remain 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

AB/az 

By Appointment Only 
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Dear Mr. Rochat, 

Isabel and I much look forward to seeing you in Milwaukee late on Saturday afternoon, March 8th. 

We have made a reservation for you at the Astor Hotel for that night. The room will cost $59.00 plus 

applicable taxes; please fax the hotel your credit card number, expiration date and specify March 8th 

and they will confirm directly with you. The hotel fax number is 414-271-6370 

The hotel is within 4 blocks of the Milwaukee Art Museum and I am contacting the Curator, Dr. 

Laurie Winters, that you will be visiting the Museum that afternoon. Her specialty is French 18th 

century portraits and you may have a lot to talk about. 

We will pick you up at the hotel at 5 PM, show you the gallery and take you to a simple supper. The 

next day, Sunday, I can spend a few hours with you in the morning, take you to lunch and perhaps 

look at a few paintings at home. 

I will have the bus and train schedule ready for you. Either will take about two hours to take you to 

downtown Chicago. 

Laurie Winters loves our French portrait and we agreed to sell it to the Milwaukee Art Museum with 

payment to be made over a period of a year. Then the new Director, David Gordon, arrived from the 

Royal Academy in London and found that he is faced with a $37 Million deficit. I like David Gordon 

very much and he explained kindly and reasonably that the Museum could not undertake the purchase 

of any painting, even when it is as beautiful and as inexpensive as this portrait. We will take the 

SOLD sign off our website. 

With best regards I remain 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

Rochatoldmasters@aol.com wrote: 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

| Is it not much easier to correspond by email ? In any case | hope that you will bear with me on my 

| researches. 

1. | frankly do not feel that your beautiful man's portrait is by Bourdon. It is too 
warm and serene. It is very close in fact to Philippe de Champaigne. Has it been 
checked against portraits by de Champaigne in Bernard Dorival ? If so and no 
connection could be found, then | would suggest a very close painter to 
Champaigne of considerable talent, Claude LeFebvre (Fontainebleau 1637-1675 
Paris), who displays also traits of Bourdon. LeFebvre was a pupil of LeBrun and | 
can see the interest in expressions by LeBrun reflected in your portrait. It is really 
quite marvellous and very 'Flemish' in a way. There is a well-known portrait of 
Colbert, the minister of Louis XIV by LeFebvre in Versailles. 

| 2. 1am surprised that Sotheby's did not catalogue your Boucher with a full attribution, 
the quality of the figure is superb and entirely within his brush work. | would think it 

| to be a ‘premiere pensee' (a first sketch) for the lost work omitting the later 

about:blank 
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Drow? 

addition of Cupid. 

When | receive your photographs of the ‘Panini’ drawing | will write you again. 

| was flattered that you told me that you had a good report on me from an auction house. In fact | am 

friends with Anthony Crichton Stuart and of course some of my former colleagues at Sotheby's as 

well, and with lan Kennedy who is now a museum curator. A good friend is also Scott Schaefer at the 

Getty, who has been always very encouraging to me. 

In fact | tried once to persuade you to inspect a small panel of a Man in a Turban in 1994 when | was 

an art consultant at Butterfields in San Francisco. This wonderful small panel had been given to 

Rembrandt by Valentiner and Bredius and had gone through the Schaeffer galleries in the 1950's, but 

was debunked by Bauch, Gerson, Schneider and Ekkart to be probably by Lievens. Sumowski gave 

an attribution to Jacques des Rousseaux. It was bought for fairly little by Solomon Lillian. Later | 

heard that Hans Cremer in The Hague was convinced that it was by Rembrandt and that Lillian sold it 

in America. | wonder if you might have thought better of it after all... 

| always thought it to be of superb quality. 

Kindest regards, 
Gui Rochat 

Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 

website: www.frencholdmasters.org 

tel 212.673.3484 

fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 
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Dear Mr. Rochat, 

Isabel and I much look forward to seeing you in Milwaukee late on Saturday afternoon, March 8th. 

The hotel is within 4 blocks of the Milwaukee Art Museum and I am contacting the Curator, Dr. 

Laurie Winters, that you will be visiting the Museum that afternoon. Her specialty is French 18th 

century portraits and you may have a lot to talk about. 

We have made a reservation for you at the Astor Hotel for that night. The room will 

fax the hotel your credit card number. The hotel fax number is 414-271-6370 

We will pick you up at the hotel at 5 PM, show you the gallery and take you to a simple supper. The 

next day, Sunday, I can spend a few hours with you in the morning, take you to lunch and perhaps 

look at a few paintings at home. 

I will have the bus and train schedule ready for you. Either will take about two hours to take you to 

downtown Chicago. 

Laurie Winters loves our French portrait and we agreed to sell it to the Milwaukee Art Museum with 

payment to be made over a period of a year. Then the new Director, David Gordon, arrived from the 

Royal Academy in London and found that he is faced with a $37 Million deficit. I like David Gordon 

very much and he explained kindly and reasonably that the Museum could not undertake the purchase 

of any painting, even when it is as beautiful and as inexpensive as this portrait. We will take the 

SOLD sign off our website. 

With best regards I remain 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

Rochatoldmasters@aol.com wrote: 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

Is it not much easier to correspond by email ? In any case | hope that you will bear with me on my 

researches. 

1. | frankly do not feel that your beautiful man's portrait is by Bourdon. It is too 

warm and serene. It is very close in fact to Philippe de Champaigne. Has it been 

checked against portraits by de Champaigne in Bernard Dorival ? If so and no 

connection could be found, then | would suggest a very close painter to 

Champaigne of considerable talent, Claude LeFebvre (Fontainebleau 1637-1675 

Paris), who displays also traits of Bourdon. LeFebvre was a pupil of LeBrun and | 

can see the interest in expressions by LeBrun reflected in your portrait. It is really 

quite marvellous and very ‘Flemish’ in a way. There is a well-known portrait of 

Colbert, the minister of Louis XIV by LeFebvre in Versailles. 

2. | am surprised that Sotheby's did not catalogue your Boucher with a full attribution, 

the quality of the figure is superb and entirely within his brush work. | would think it 

to be a ‘premiere pensee' (a first sketch) for the lost work omitting the later 

addition of Cupid. 
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When | receive your photographs of the ‘Panini’ drawing | will write you again. 

| was flattered that you told me that you had a good report on me from an auction house. In fact | am 

friends with Anthony Crichton Stuart and of course some of my former colleagues at Sotheby's as 

well, and with lan Kennedy who is now a museum curator. A good friend is also Scott Schaefer at the 

Getty, who has been always very encouraging to me. 

In fact | tried once to persuade you to inspect a small panel of a Man in a Turban in 1994 when | was 

an art consultant at Butterfields in San Francisco. This wonderful small panel had been given to 

Rembrandt by Valentiner and Bredius and had gone through the Schaeffer galleries in the 1950's, but 

was debunked by Bauch, Gerson, Schneider and Ekkart to be probably by Lievens. Sumowski gave 

an attribution to Jacques des Rousseaux. It was bought for fairly little by Solomon Lillian. Later | 

heard that Hans Cremer in The Hague was convinced that it was by Rembrandt and that Lillian sold it 

in America. | wonder if you might have thought better of it after all... 

| always thought it to be of superb quality. 

Kindest regards, 

Gui Rochat 

Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 

website: www.frencholdmasters.org 

tel 212.673.3484 
fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 
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Gent By: 

}727-177 

expertise of Jean-Pierre 

interested tn Fre 

GUIROCHAT FINE ART; 
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February 27, 2003 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

by fax 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

425 95539422; Pepe ero0 anlar 53, Page 1/2 

{ 

{ 

OlL Abastax Feindings croc SF meseistougs 
1 
{ 

| 
| 

i 

Thank you for your extremely kind fax. Following your instructions t booked a fight toe Saturday Match 8 
and I will be arriving by Milwaukee Airlines at 12:40 p.m. J will get transportation inte town and hope w 
meet you at your gallery about an hour and a half afterwards (hopefully che airport is nog too far out of tawn 
and the flight is on schedule), My return flight is on Tuesday morning as chat was the cheapest one available. 

| 
Please do not feel chat you will have to entertain me as I am quite independent and thevejis much to see for 
me in Milwaukee because T have never been to Wisconsin and look forward ta the Milwaukee Are Museum 
where J am sure I can spend several hours browsing, | may take 2 train or bus (or rent a car) on Sunday 
evening to Chicago and pick up my flight back from there as I have a stop -over in O" Hate at noon on 
Tuesday to Uniced Airlines anyway, and ic will give me a chance ro have a day in Chicagp too. 

! would be very graceful if you would be 90 kind to book a sitiple single roam for me ac dre Astor hotel for 
Saturday night March 8 only. | 

About your paintings: the portrait of a young tiasi could also be a study by Frangais-Hubert Drouais (Paris 
9 Pans), so you see how difficult it is to say anything wichout sering che piceure iiself. Prof. Marcel 

Roethlisberger is a very kind man but his greauest knowledge is more in 17% century art (and as you know in 
particular Claude), {f | say cautiously Circle off..., it means that I feel we shonld look in dhat direction and it 
certainly does not indicate any pejorative judgment. Both Drouais and Perronneau would fall under the 

Cuzin at the Louvre bus it aay cake a while to ger any answer out of him, | noticed 
however that you lst this portrait as ‘Sold’ on your website, | 

Ee i 
{ 

As for the Sebastian Bourdon, I hope that you de not think me terribly presumptive, but] arm extremely 
ach 17" century pictures and have several now in French museuins (as you can ser on my 

website), My Arse impression of this indeed marvelous portrait was chac i: is a bit softer and less exuberanc 
than Bourdon’s portrairs ( 

options there might be and need to see it before T dare to state an ything abouc it. 

reason why indeed ic looks much like de Champaigne). T would have eo think what 
1 
i 

} 
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: | 
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| love to loak at photographs and | will ery to help you determine what possible actributipns might be 

applicable. | have a deep love for Erench old masters and frankly change opinion in some cases OVE TLE, as 

anyone docs who realizes the difficulties always actached to any attributions. One has to be very careful and 

depend often on fitst impressions and one’s feet for the hand of the artists. It is not easy, | 
} 

Panini influenced many artists and even Vernet seems to have liked hin. | look forward io the umage of your 

drawing, Berchem for the Pierre is noc such as strange idea as Dutch 17th century masters were very much ‘en 

vogue’ in France in the cightcenth century and the ‘bambochade’ of chis charming small, picture is certainly 

inspired by the Ducch. You know of course that the name comes from the ‘Bamboccianti’ in Rome in the 

17" century, artists from Holland who were seduced by the [tralian light and climate. 

Looking at the ‘Boucher’ in the Sotheby's caralogue of May 19, 1995. f find ir quire inceresting. Have you 

had an opinion from J. Pattice Marandel at the Los Angeles County Museum or Alastaig Laing at the 

National Trust in London on ie? I: would be inceresting 16 know what they would say. From the illustration 

‘t has all the earmarks of a work by Boucher, the colors, the modeling and the physiognomy. L will look 

through some Boucher books tonight to see what T can find. 

Please forgive me chis long letrer. 1 will very much be looking forward to meet you. 

Kindest regards, your 

Spee LM Ay se lke 

) 
{ 
| 

) 
1 

Mambre Tursols det odoin det Gel. francais du cpipicimdwent 

51 MacDougal Street, suite 185 fel 212.675.3484 

New York, N¥ 10012, USA fax 425.955.3422 

website: www frencholdmastersorg. email: rochatoldmasters@aol. com 
| 

of ee ine) 





Dear Mr. Rochat, 

Thank you for your two e-mails of Friday. 

I just called Laurie Winters to tell her about your coming and learned that she will be away until 

Monday, March 10th. Thus you will have to look at the Art Museum on Saturday afternoon by 

yourself but if you do stay until Tuesday, meeting her on Monday ntght-would be possible. 
vw Meee 

With all good wishes I am 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

Rochatoldmasters@aol.com wrote: 

Dear Dr. Bader, 
| 

| | just responded to your letter to Dr. Winter as | am struck by your generosity to someone you do not 
| personally know. As | wrote | just hope that | will not disappoint on closer inspection... | will follow up 
_ with the Astor hotel and may stay after all till Tuesday morning in Milwaukee as | am sure there will be 
| plenty to see and to rush off to Chicago may be a bit overhaste. In fact | want to visit antique shops in 

the Third Ward as | found on the internet that it may be quite interesting. Please do not feel that you 
need to entertain me as | love scouting around and especially in unfamiliar cities, but | am very 
grateful for your courteous plans next weekend. | am sure that | will have a wonderful and interesting 
time. | will do my best to discover who the painter is for the French portrait. It is a pity that the 
msueum felt it to be a burden to acquire it now, but under the circumstances with so many museums 
cutting down expenses, | can actually understand Mr. Gordon's hesitation. But with a firm attribution it 
can only become more desirable to a potential future client. | also plan to go on Monday to the Frick 
Library to look at the book on Philippe de Champaigne by Dorival if | can find any connection to the 
sitter or attribution on your beautiful 'Bourdon' portrait. | did not mean to imply any criticism of Dr. 

| Ekkart, whom | admire and respect very much, just that | think it may be possible to refine the 
attribution on this interesting image. If anything come up | will advise you by email. 
With kindest regards, your 
Gui R. 

| 
| 
| Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
| 51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

| New York, NY 10012, USA 
website: www.frencholdmasters.org 

tel 212.673.3484 
fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 
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Subject: Re: French pictures 

From: Rochatoldmasters@aol.com 

Date: Fri, 28 Feb 2003 17:11:50 EST 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Dr. Bader, 

| just responded to your letter to Dr. Winter as | am struck by your generosity to someone you do not 
personally know. As | wrote | just hope that | will not disappoint on closer inspection... | will follow up 
with the Astor hotel and may stay after all till Tuesday morning in Milwaukee as | am sure there will be 
plenty to see and to rush off to Chicago may be a bit overhaste. In fact | want to visit antique shops in 
the Third Ward as | found on the internet that it may be quite interesting. Please do not feel that you 
need to entertain me as | love scouting around and especially in unfamiliar cities, but | am very grateful 
for your courteous plans next weekend. | am sure that | will have a wonderful and interesting time. | will 

do my best to discover who the painter is for the French portrait. It is a pity that the msueum felt it to be 
a burden to acquire it now, but under the circumstances with so many museums cutting down expenses, 
| can actually understand Mr. Gordon's hesitation. But with a firm attribution it can only become more 
desirable to a potential future client. | also plan to go on Monday to the Frick Library to look at the book 
on Philippe de Champaigne by Dorival if | can find any connection to the sitter or attribution on your 
beautiful 'Bourdon' portrait. | did not mean to imply any criticism of Dr. Ekkart, whom | admire and 
respect very much, just that | think it may be possible to refine the attribution on this interesting image. If 
anything come up | will advise you by email. 
With kindest regards, your 
Gui R. 

Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 

website: www.frencholdmasters.org 

tel 212.673.3484 

fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 
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Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Fri, 28 Feb 2003 16:56:52 EST 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Dr. Bader, 
| just received your fax of an exceptionally kind letter to Dr. Winters at the Milwaukee Museum. | frankly 
have never been treated with such extraordinary kindness and | feel almost embarrassed by your 
laudatory words. | better make sure that | will make a good impression and not appear to be much less 
than you indicate. In any case | am very excited to make this trip to meet you and see the museum and | 
am looking forward very much indeed to this weekend. With many thanks for this introduction. 
Should | contact Dr. Winters myself to arrange a meeting with her next Saturday afternoon ? 
Kindest regards, your 
Gui R. 
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MAITRES FRANCAIS 
1990-1800 

Dessins 

de la donation Mathias Polakovits 

a l’Ecole des Beaux-Arts 

ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE DES BEAUX-ARTS 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

BETWEEN 

GUI ROCHAT & ALFRED BADER FINE ARTS 

We have agreed to cooperate in the purchase and sale of French paintings. 

One area will be the sale of paintings owned by Alfred Bader Fine Arts and the second 

will be the purchase of paintings by Alfred Bader Fine Arts. 

Sales: 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts gives Gui Rochat the right to sell ABFA #1580, the 

painting which Rochat believes is by Boucher, and which ABFA bought as lot 

104 at Sotheby’s on May 19, 1995 for a hammer price of $16,000. 

Rochat has the exclusive right to sell this painting for any price above $20,000 

and when ABFA will have been paid, Rochat will receive 50% of the sales price 

above $20,000. This exclusive agreement is valid until March 10, 2004. 

Rochat is taking ABFA #1889, the painting believed to be by Pierre, from the 

Chesrow collection, where it was called Berchem. Rochat has the exclusive right, 

again for one calendar year, to sell this painting at any price above $3,000 and 

again receive 50% of the sales price above that amount. 

Rochat is taking this painting with him to New York and will insure it against all 

risks for $5,000 until it is sold or returned to ABFA, whichever comes first. 

Rochat may have this painting restored, the expense (not to exceed $>) will be 

shared equally. 

If unsold, Rochat will return the painting at his expense on March 10, 2004. 

Rochat has the right to sell ABFA #1445, which Rochat believes is by 

Perronneau, for any price above $36,000, with ABFA receiving that amount and 

Rochat receiving any amount above $36,000. 

This offer, unlike the agreement on the Boucher and the Pierre, is not exclusive to 

Rochat. 

Applicable sales tax on New York State and New York City sales will be billed to 

the customer, collected, reported and transmitted timely by Gui Rochat. 





Purchases: 

e From time to time Rochat may bring paintings for sale, either at auction or 

privately, to the attention of Alfred Bader. If Alfred Bader Fine Arts purchases a 

painting brought to ABFA’s attention by Rochat, ABFA will entrust the painting 

to Rochat under a standard agreement which ABFA has with a number of dealers 

_ for instance, Otto Naumann, Clovis Whitfield and Philip Mould. Sample copy 

is attached. 

AGREED this 10" day of March, 2003. 

é . 
ih Tlic 

Alfred Bader Gui Rochat 

for Alfred Bader Fine Arts for Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
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Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 
Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2003 13:58:20 EST 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 
| am terribly sorry that you have problems with my fax. | cant help that because the only fax connection 

that works for me without blocking my regular telephone number is through my computer (or efax), # 1 

425 955 3422. Please keep trying. Many thanks. 

Bestest regards, 

Gui 
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FAX FROM: 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Astor Hotel - Suite 622 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

Ph: (414) 277-0730 

Fax: (414) 277-0709 
www.alfredbader.com 

e-mail: baderfa@execpc.com 

March 12, 2003 

TO: Mr. Gui Rochat Page lof _k 

FAX #: 1-425-955-3422 

Dear Gui, 

I hope that you arrived back home safely. 

Yor 
Isabel and I will be in England, leavingjnext Monday, March 17**, and I would 

very much like to go to the Witt Library and look at works by Lepicie. Please 

send me the black/white photograph and the restoration report which your 

conservator gave you. L Newey — \ Acetic eee Co tinkae cas \ : 

Yesterday I wrote to you about lot 91 in the Dorotheum sale on March 27th, In 

case you do not have easy access to the catalogue I sent you just a Xerox copy. 

Isabel asked me who I thought might buy the portrait of such a dour man, but 

I think it is really well painted. Of course it will be saleable only if you can 

figure out which French painter painted this. 

With best wishes I remain 

Yo s sincerely, 

4 RORCA —_——— 

eae 

AB/az 

Cees 
We tee my \y ever 

CO\ eis 
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TRANSMISSION VERIFICATION REPORT 

DATE, TIME 
Fas NO. ¢MBaME 

MODE STANDARD 
Eth 





Subject: lot 91 au Dorotheum 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Wed, 12 Mar 2003 16:34:51 EST 

To: baderfa@execpe.com 

Cher Monsieur, 

Je ne crois pas que le beau portrait d'un homme grognant soit de la main du grand peintre 

Jacques-Louis David. En fait je pense plutot au brave peintre Jean-Baptiste Joseph Wicar (Lille 

1762-1834 Rome), portraitiste et graveur, eleve de David. (Not that | have now Wicar on my 

mind...). L' image resemble bien ceux de Wicar. Et avec un estimation de 8 a 10.000 Euros ce ne 
serait pas un tellement bon occasion. 

Cordialement, 

Gui R. 
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Subject: RE: PIERRE 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2003 07:58:14 EST 

To: baderfa@execpce.com 

Dear Alfred, 
Today | will go to the Frick Library to see what | can find on the charming small copper by Pierre (| am 

convinced now that it is by him) and on Monday | hope to have my photographer make three color 

transparencies (one for you, one for Mr. Aaron and one for me). Later in the week | shall show it to my 

restorer for a possible cleaning job and a better half matte varnish so that it will look attractive and crisp. 

Can you be reached by email when in Europe ? | hope that the mail with the Lepicie 

photograph and restorer's report and the images of Chaix's work will reach you today. 

Bestest regards, 
Gui 
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Subject: Re: PIERRE 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2003 13:09:57 EST 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 

You are right, | will have only two transparencies made of the Pierre, one for me and one for 

Aaron. | will keep Ann informed about what happens here. The Boucher is of course my main 

obejctive, but | am very methodical and | want to prepare for that beautiful painting carefully, 

while getting the smaller things taken care of first. 
Bon voyage to you and Isabel, 

Kindest regards, 

Gui 
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Subject: (no subject) ——~_ ss -\ 
\ 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com oy 

Date: Fri, 14 Mar 2003 12:22:42 EST 
To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 

| have run around the whole week, but could spend an hour at the Frick library today. 
First of all | think as | suspected that your wonderful large portrait of a family from the Directoire period 
is French and well a portrait of a Protestant family from the Alsace-Lorraine around the area 
Colmar/Strasbourg circa 1800. The Act S pointed at in the open Bible on the tabel in front of the father is 
according to me Act 5, which tells the story of Ananias who sold land in order to give to the Apostles for 
the greater glory of God, but who kept part of the money back, causing great anger from the Apostle 
Peter. The whole of Act 5 is meant to point out that we should support our chosen church and so it 
appears to me that your portrait is of a well-to-do pious family which is proud of having given much to 
the Lord. | will have to go to another library probably the fine arts section of the main New York Public 
Library to find images which will support my hypothesis, but seeing the Germanic character of this 
actually very well painted work, | think that | hit on the correct place and attribution. 
As for the Pierre on copper, | find many characteristics in common with his work, such as the 
overhanging rock formation (seen in several of Pierre's paintings), the way the vegetation is painted with 
small strokes, the highlight on the rounded child's forehead (reflected in a drawing of the "Flight into 
Egypt", illustrated in Aaron's book on Pierre's drawings number 50, published by de Bayser in Paris) and 
the refined way the animals are painted. But the most convincing comparison | find in a drawing of a 
"Mother and Child" also from the book on Pierre's drawings by Aaron ("Mere et Enfant" 1740-1745, 
number 17, Louvre Collection R.F. 14.851), which shows the same form of head of an infant with a 

characteristic white highlight as in your painting. And the twist of the child's figure within the mother's 
arms is also similar. In fact | am not convinced that your painting should be so early and it could well 
date from the 1740's to the 1760's. 
BTW | found that the portrait of three young men in the Milwaukee Art Museum could indeed well be of 
the three Valois sons of Henri II of France: Charles |X, Henri II (also elected King of Poland) and 
Francis, Duke d'Alencon. All three have the Valois face inherited from Francois | with the prominent 
nose and the Roman profile and all three look like their father Henri II (from portrait drawings by Clouet 
in the Howard Castle Collection). 
Kindest regards, 
Gui 
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Sent By: GUIROCHAT FINE UTROCHA E ART; 25 985i ; IRO be : 425 9553422; Mar-17-03 16:13; Page 1/1 
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Shue Rochat 
Cid Master Printings and Drawings 

New York, 17 March, 2003 

Dear Alfred, 

now, but L wanted first of all'to thank you for the 

but then I caret afford co Aly off to France right 1 am faxing chis to you even though you are in England by 

card on the Salon du Dessin, which is extrenely important, 

now, 

Yes, | know the Amoldi-Livie from the Fine Arts Fair in New York and they bought a drawing on which | 

underbid once ar Swann’s auction house which was an early Boucher, done ir leaky (ard authenticated by 

the very clever Beverly Schreiber Tacoby PhD, with whom | have 4 good rapport). | 

9) y y 
p 

ng stock, though they are expensive. f am completely avate 

yout Kathe Kolhwira as she is an imporzant German ariist 

| 

Arnoldi-Livie are exostient and have an interesti 

thai chey could very well have sold for you easily 

_and ir is exactly what Arnolid-Livie 
deal in. 

f started full speed on the Boucher (Lam sure you are happy to know) and I discovered la drawing which 

relates to your painting in the Marchias
 Polakevits collection ia the Ecole Nationale deg Beau

x-Arts in Paris. 

The ext discusses several studies for lying down nudes of Ceres, Venus and other goddesses and armed with 

chat 1 want to spend days at the Frick Library
 co compare and research so that | can make a good case for 

| your Boucher with the Louvre authorities. | will keep you informed of whas 
| discover, 

———3 

[ J hope chat you are having a great time in England and that this comin
g war wall not interrupt your holidays. 

tot think you should buy it. 
Sorry about the portrait at the Dorotheur, but f do 

Very best wishes for you and Mrs. Bader, 

Sy 
I re a 

(rere Oe : 

Mbambre CTociete le C Haiskoixe de é Po
led, francais Kindly by affocniment: 

$1 MacDougal Sueet, suite 185 
tel 212.673.3484 

New York, NY 10012, USA 
fax 425/955.3422 

website: yorw. Frencholdmasrers.ot
g 

email: rochatoldmasiers@aol.corm
 





TEL Qi2) 734-4443 

FAX @12) 535-O61¢ 

Orrge WAURMARRD, LED. 

Cid Male Paintings and Drawings 

22 EAST SOTH STREET 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021 

INVOICE: 19 March 2003 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Astor Hotel, Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

For expenses relating to the following painting: 

Gerbrand Van Den Eeckhout 

Judah and Hira the Adullamite 

signed and dated ‘G.V. Eeckhout.f./A 1671.’ (lower right) 

oil on canvas 

24 x 28 % in. (61 x 72.4 cm.) 

Robert Lorenzson (transparency) 

Charles Duncan (prints) 

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: 

Please pay the amount indicated to “Otto Naumann, Ltd.” by check. 

Sincerely yours, 

Otto Naumann 

VLE ig oa 

E-MAIL: OTTO@DU TCHPAIN TINGS. COM 

WEBSITE: WW W.DU TCHPAINTINGS.COM 

INV# 200106 

$167.50 

$72 

$239.50 





303 East 83% Street 

New York, NY 10028 

Otto Naumann, Ltd. 

22 East 80 Street 

New York, NY 10028 

Robert Lorenzson, Inc. 
Photography of Fine Art and Antiques 

INVOICE 

2 - 8x10 color transparencies @ $ 80.00 ea. 

4 - Additional copies @ $ 40.00 ea. 

Color lab. messenger charges / transportation expenses 

Eeckhour & lolies 

Tel/Fax (212) 861-3135 

email: rlorenzson@aol.com 

ad 

March 5, 2003 

$ 160.00 
$ 160.00 
$ §©615.00 

§3355,00 





Charles Duncan 
Digital Imaging for the Fine Arts 

518-767-2880 
917-297-8951 
dfa@dti.net 

INVOICE 

Le: 

Otto Naumann Ltd. 

22 East 80" Street 

New York, NY 10021 

Description: 

Web Site reconfiguation/update = 

10 reprints = 

5 Everdyck = 

10 Englesz. details = 
6 Eeckhout ——— #* = 

10 Flower drawing = 

5 Sibrechts = 

Total $ = 

Tax = 

Fedex = 

TotalDue $ 

Please remit payment to: 

Charles Duncan 

217 Barent Winne Rd. 

Selkirk, NY 12158 

SS # 040-70-6117 

Thank you 

March 17, 2003 

$ 525.00 
120.00 
60.00 

120.00 
72.00 

120.00 

60.00 

1,077.00 

88.25 

1,165.25 

No. 2304 





Shu Rechat Old Meastox Feintings and DP wenings 

March 20, 2003 

Dear Alfred, 

I am sending to you a report of the beginnings of my Boucher research because I realize that you are very 

interested in the proceedings. It is just a start and it will take a lot more before I can present my findings to 

an expert with convincing evidence. 

It was a very hectic ten days after my Milwaukee visit. I had to take care of my paintings too and arrange the 

sale of one painting (the Navez at the end of my catalogue) to the National Galleries of Scotland, which I 
hope is now arranged and will finalize before the end of this month. Then I wanted to bring several to 
auction, one to Christie’s and two lesser ones and a drawing to Doyle’s, while I consigned three to a good 

and decent dealer friend of mine (these ‘rara aves’ do exist in the art market....). So you see with the Pierre 

and the wonderful Alsace Empire family canvas, | wanted to get all this out of the way till I could devote 

myself entirely to your Boucher. 

I found in the catalogue raisonné by Ananoff the description of Venus sleeping with Amor, which would be the 
final version of your painting, a picture he lists as being lost, but sold from a collection in 1745. I enclose a 

copy of the scanned page. Out of curiosity I looked at a rather rough copy listed by Ananoff and sold through 
The American Art Association in 1912 (number 10 under Copies). I enclose an image and description of that 

too. Please notice that the size is about half of the original Venus and Amor and much smaller also than your 

painting which corresponds in size to the original Boucher listed. In fact your painting is slightly wider than 

the original Venus sleeping with Amor. Sizes are quite important in determining authenticity (90.5 cm instead 

of 81 cm). In carefully looking at the two prints illustrated by Ananoff I found that your painting has more in 

common with the left one (figure 388) in fineness of the pleats in the materials and moreover the tassel is in 

the same place, which is not the case in the right print (number 389). None of these facts would of course 

make a case for your painting to be by Boucher, but it helps. 

The reason why I looked so closely and in concentration at your painting was the curious ‘hatching’ of the 

paints on the body of the sleeping goddess. It is not at all what is generally known about Boucher who glazed 

his surfaces to an almost porcelain gloss. I went to look at the Bouchers again in the Metropolitan museum 

here and saw this technique in full flower. Except in the bodies of the small cherubs which displayed the same 

hatching of the white and pink glazes over a gray ground. I had remembered that Boucher had a great 
admiration for Castiglione, the Genovese painter, when he traveled in Italy circa 1730. I had a picture by 
Castiglione’s fairly forgotten younger brother once and I recognized the technique in Milwaukee. In fact 

Boucher painted a Moses before the Burning Bush which aside from having more violent colors than your 
painting displays exactly the same technique. I enclose copies from an exhibition catalogue in 1986, which 

discusses the hatching and how startling it is to find this before the later refined manner of Boucher. 





The Moses was painted before 1743, when it was described as hanging in a Parisian collection. That would 

also tie in with the Venus sleeping with Amor being sold in 1745 from a Parisian collection. 

Thinking along those lines of an early date, before 1745 and a hatching technique borrowed from 

Castiglione, one could fit your painting into Boucher’s work circa 1730-40 after his return from Italy. It 

remains to determine that Boucher would have made an oil study from the nude model for his Venus sleeping 

with Amor. For that I will have to go to Ananoff’s catalogue raisonné of Boucher’s drawings to see if he in fact 

first made a sketch in chalk or pencil before executing it in oils. And I need to see more exmaples of his work 

during 1730-1740. That will be the next step. 

Kindest regards, 

Membre Sede del A Cistoire del Apt francais 

51 MacDougal Street, suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 

website: www.frencholdmasters.org 

Kindly by of,pocntment 

tel 212.673.3484 

fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 
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FRANCOIS BOUCILER 

rrencu, 1708-1770 

VENUS ET AMOUR ENDORMIS 

Height, 1914, inches; length, 23\4; inches 

BENEATH a canopy curtain of ashy-lavender, relieved with a 

touch of blue, the nude figure of the goddess lies across the 

foreground toward the left; the rosy limbs and torso being dis- 
played upon a white drapery, which is spread over a sapphire- 

blue couch. Her shoulders are raised by pillows, so that the 

head droops forward in the abandon of sleep, while the left 

arm parallels the curve of the back, and its hand, resting on 
the couch, turns its palm to the spectator. ‘The head and shoul- 
ders of the rosy god, who is represented with blue wings, ap- 

pear above the center of the goddess’ figure. On the latter 

rests his left hand, while his right thumb is in his mouth. 

From the De la Roque Sale, Paris, 1745. “Venus Endormie avec un 

amour qui repose sur elle.” Listed in the “Dictionnaire des Ventes 

@’ Arts, faites en France et a VEtranger,” par Docteur H. Mireur. 

Purchased at the Stevens Sale (No. 294), 1847. 

Owner, Guy R. Bolton. 

ENGRAVING BY MICHEL AUBET, AFTER BOUCHER 

VENUS ET AMOUR ENDORMIS 

Tus is an engraving of the picture by Boucher above de- 
scribed, No. 120. Since, however, the engraver did not use a 

mirror, the composition appears reversed. 

Owner, Guy R. Bolton. 
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Moses before the Burning Bush represents the furthest extreme to which 

Boucher ever went in his adoption of a rough facture and the inclusion of 

patches of violent color (already reduced to his preferred basic palette of 

red, blue, and yellow), for both of which he drew his inspiration from the 

paintings of Benedetto Castiglione. 

Some might even go so far as to question Boucher’s authorship of the 
picture, but of that there can be no doubt. The rough facture, with its 

hatched effects; the arbitrary yet wholly convincing folds of the drapery, 

which are the product of sheer dexterity with the brush rather than the 

result of laborious imitation; the gnarled and curving forms of the tree, 

and the seemingly invented form of leaves of the foreground plant: all 

these have parallels in Boucher’s first pictures after his return from 

Rome—above all in the putti pictures, of which it has regrettably only 

been possible to show one in this exhibition (cat. 15), but also in La 
} 
tneneum, > 

7 } Po Pte Q, , 8 ; y j 1 

marchande d’oeufs (A & W 90), now in the Wadsworth ; 

Hartford. There are still echoes of all these things in the Venus and Vulcan 
) > 

of 1732 (cat. 17) and its pendant, Aurora and Cephalus of 1733 (cat. 18) 

but in these the brushwork is already less fous and the peintre des 

Graces is starting to emerge from these unlikely beginnings. 

In detailing these correspondences, it must seem as if the character of 

the picture’s sole protagonist, the young Moses, has been deliberately 

avoided. Not so; it is merely that the closest parallels for his vibrant form, 

with its sinewy limbs and knobbly extremities, are to be found ina 

previously unpublished picture whose state regrettably prevents its being 

shown here. This is Le repos de Diane, which should perhaps more 
P properly be called Jupiter and Antiope, but was engraved by Pelletier 

under the former tit] |- R The engraving was doubtless m le after Inde i rormer title { x 14§4). he engraving was doubtless made aiter 

the picture’s purchase by the painter-dealer Godefroy at the de Vassal de 

Saint-Hubert sale of 17 January ff. 1774, when it was sold, without any 

title, as lot ro1, and said to be: “executed with verve and facility, much in 
‘ 5 i f “) c ‘ : } ' 

the manner of Lemoine (“fait factiement G avec esprit, tient beaucoup de 

la maniere de le Moine”)—words that themselves suggest an early work. 

Such is indeed ie case, as can be seen trom the wreck of this picture 

among the Troubat le Houx bequest in the Chateau de la Louviere at 
Montlugon, where it is awaiting eventual exhibition (fig. 95). Remarkably 

this bizarre collection of hopefuls, it is under its proper name; the 

cee attributions of its companions no doubt account for the fact 

that this one does not seem to have found credit. It is visibly, however, the 

same picture as that engraved by Pelletier (who modestly reversed the 

position of the phallic-looking quiver), albeit badly damaged (by fire?), 

partially repainted, and truncated of its upper half. The bodies of both the 

nymph (who appears to have been studied from the same model as the 

exquisite red-chalk drawing of the Diane endormie in the Ecole des Beaux 
Arts, Baris exh. cat. 1981-82, no. 88) and the satyr have the same sinewy 

forms and knobbly extremities as the young Moses. More tellingly still, 

they, the quiver, and the erapery are all painted, like the present picture, 
” 

with vigorous parallel strokes—“cette maniére de Pe par hachures,” <4-— 

as Chaussard described it (Pausanias francais, 1806, P- 51), ), albeit miscredit 
ing Carle Vanloo rather than the young Boucher with i technique, whi is 

was one of the things that the latter had acquired by studying See, i 

[t is at first sight surprising that there appears to be no reference to the 
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Perhaps most telling, however, is the one probable record of this picture 
in the eighteenth century, in a sale held in London between 1 January and 

25 March 1744 (N. 5.) This is only a year after the posthumous inventory 

taken of Francois Derbais’s effects. It is un likely that his sole heir, his 

niece Marguérite-Julie Lang 

retain her uncle’s very miscellaneous-sounding collection of pictures; and 
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34-35 New Bond Street 

London WIA 2AA 
~ Telephone (General Enquiries) : +44 (0)20 7293 5000 

Telephone (Cond. of Business) : +44 (0)20 7293 6152 

Facsimile : +44 (0)20 7293 5989 

io; 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

Dr Alfred Bader 

2A Holmesdale Road 

BEXHILL ON SEA 

East Sussex 

TN39 3QE 

Business: 011 44 1424 222 

Home: Not Disclosed 

Mobile: Not Disclosed 

Pager: Not Disclosed 
Fax: Not Disclosed 

20301560 
14201955 

Receipt Number: 
Account Number: 

a a a 

Founded 1744 

Page: lof 2 

Date of Receipt: 20 March 2003 

Date: 20 March 2003 

Deposit Receipt 

Thank you for your instructions to provide you with auction estimates of the property listed below, which we 
will give in accordance with the Conditions of Deposit printed overleaf. 

We acknowledge receipt of the property listed below, unless it is specified as: "Not delivered to Sotheby's". 
Please note, we can only accept property that has been exported and imported in compliance with legal 
requirements. 

Once a member of the appropriate specialist department has estimated your property for a sale at auction, you 
will receive a Sale Agreement for signature, should you wish to sell. 

If you have any enquiries, please telephone the number above. Your property Is being forwarded to the 

following specialist departments. 

OLD MASTER DRAWINGS 

Comments: 

For Research 

Item Sub Item 

020 7293 6450 

Property Description 

Drawing of the Nativity by G. Hopfer 
u/f 123 by 156 mm. mounted on card 

Provisional estimated value: £ 
Department: OLD MASTER DRAWINGS 
Comments: For Research 
Country of export: United Kingdom 
Item not imported into the EU. 
VAT symbol: none 
Eligible for margin scheme. 
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Telephone:01424 772374 "Fax:01424 772302 E-mail:auctions @burstowandhewett.co.uk 

Dr Bader Number: 14 

2a Holmesdale Road Auction: 8004 
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Subject: trip to Milwaukee 6 a 

From: "Francis M. Naumann" <LHOOQ@mindspring.com> 

Date: Tue, 25 Mar 2003 17:15:59 -0500 US f . 4 93 i: 
To: "Alfred Bader" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Anne (is it with an "e"?), 

When you next speak to Dr. Bader, could you please tell him that I have made 

my flight arrangements for Milwaukee. 

On Saturday evening, March 29th, I will be arriving at the airport in 

Milwaukee at 6:05 PM (on a US Airways flight coming from Pittsburgh). Do I 

take a taxi cab to his home? I will be leaving the next day, Sunday, at 

6:50 PM. I hope that is convenient for Alfred and his wife. 

I think the best time for me to meet Howard Schoenfeld would be sometime on 

Sundayz 

Sincerely, 

Francis 

Francis M. Naumann 

Francis M. Naumann Fine Art, LLC 

22 East 80th Street 

New York, NY 10021 
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IL O'HARE LL O'HARE WI. COACH USA AMTRAK MARQUETTI 

Up to two (2) bags or boxes and ‘Bus Shuttle International MITCHELL LOT 4960S. STATION Sth 1415 Ww. 
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Subject: Fwd: Old Master's Painting 

From: "abfa" <ordersfa@alfredbader.com> 

Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2003 00:16:40 -0500 

To: <Baderfa@execpe.com>, " David Bader" <David.theLabPO.theLab@thelab.net>, "Gretchen 
Dossa" <Gretchen.theLabPO.theLab@thelab.net>, "Harry Horner" 
<Harry.theLabPO.theLab@thelab.net> 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

Subject: Old Master's Painting 

From: ArtSeller[GC@aol.com 

Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2003 00:47:37 EST 

To: Ordersfa@alfredbader.com 

My name is lvan Chorney and | am Ms. Getty-Gaston's representative in pursuing the the best avenue 
for which to sell a painting in her posession. It is titled "Card Players" by Gerbrandt Van Den Eeckhout, 
1652. J. Paul Getty, founder of the Getty Museum gave the painting to Ms. Getty. 

Any guidance and/or interest in this painting you could relay to me, would be greatly appreciated. 

Regards, 

lvan G. Chorney 

enh Yo Uta Fo ¢ 

3/26/2003 9:14 AM 
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Subject: RE: Your help 

From: "mendel" <rabbimendel@milwaukeechabad.com> 

Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2003 04:23:39 -0600 

To: "Alfred Bader Fine Arts" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Reb Shimon Ben Moshe MiLidz Tzaddik V’yashar 

Rabbi Shimon the son of Moshe From Lidz (? Leeds?) (A) Righteous and Upright (man) 

mailbox:///C\/Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/Application%20... 

SS You timy dew it war paunlid 
Lubavitch of Wisconsin 

3109 N. Lake Dr. 
Milwaukee, WI 53211 
414-961-6100 x301 
Cell 414-477-7717 
Rabbimendel@milwaukeechabad.com 

From: Alfred Bader Fine Arts [mailto:baderfa@execpc.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2003 9:37 AM 

To: Rabbi Mendel; Rabbi Mendel Shmotkin 

Subject: Your help 

Rabbi Mendel Shmotkin ve iy Ll fs ae YA 

Dear Rabbi Mendel, 

This inscription is much clearer than the one we previously sent to you. Can you decipher it? 

Many thanks again, 

Ann for Dr. Alfred Bader 

-------- Original Message -------- 

Date: Wed, 26 Mar 2003 12:11:18 -0000 

From: "Baring, Tom" <tom.baring@sothebys.com> 
To:!''baderfa@execpc.com"" <baderfa@execpc.com> 

Dear Dr Bader, 

I have asked one of our professional photographers to take a proper picture 

of the inscription. Which it seems has come out much better than my efforts. 

Dees On Cme nom Nac CODVE EN mDOS Eas eS OOnmas itn sECOne. Untal then i iope 

that this digital image is a little clearer 

<<6326MI.JPG>> 

If I can be of any further help then please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Best Wishes 

Tom Baring 

Old Master Paintings 

Sotheby's 

34 - 35 New Bond Street 

London 
W1A 2AA 

WEIL se BAA” (ON) ene) Teas) s) Meytl77 

3/26/2003 12:59 PM 
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BILL FOR PAINTING CONSERVATION SERVICES 

with Cuirass yr, Young Man ue Vv lirass, Oil on lined canvas, 
36% x 31": correcting old retouching varnishing, A-)/-05 
and installing cardboard cover S 





Dear Gui, 

Thank you so much for your detailed and most interesting letter of March 20th. regarding ABFA 
#1580 which we hope is by Boucher. 

My response has been delayed because I was in England for several weeks and as you will be able to 
imagine, there are mountains of work on my desk now. 

It would certainly be great if you could prove that my painting is by Boucher. If you could sell this 
for, say, $100,000 you would earn $40,000, not to be sneezed at. But then you might do such a good 
job that you will do more than $100,000. In any case, the painting is reserved for you for one year and 
we will split any profit above $20,000. 

Please keep me informed and also tell me when you have sold the little Pierre. That should be much 
less difficult than proving that 1580 is by Boucher and then selling it. 

With all good wishes I remain 

Yours sincerely, 
Alfred Bader 

I Aasaittnlsp 

4/4/2003 11:48 AM 





FAX FROM: 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Astor Hotel -Suite 622 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

Ph: (414) 277-0730 

Fax: (414) 277-0709 

e-mail: baderfa@execpc.com 

April 9, 2003 

TO: Anthony Lord Crichton-Stuart Page 1 of _1_ 
Senior VP, Head of Old Master Paintings 
Christie’s New York 

FAX #: 212-636-4925 

Dear Anthony, 

I would very much like to be in touch with the buyer of lot 108 in your 
Christie’s East old master sale on May 29, 2001. 

We have corresponded about this before and shared with you Wolf 
Stechow’s opinion and the two page description of this painting in The 
Detective’s Eye catalogue. 

I have now found some more interesting material which I would like to 
share with the buyer. Would you please either give me his name or ask 
him to contact me. 

With many thanks and best regards I remain a7 

Yours sincerely, 
lam 
{ \ 
| \ 

eal 

Alfred Bader 

AB/az 





7 

Dear Gui, 

I am always trying to adhere to Carlisle's famous saying "Do the duty which lies nearest." I say that to 
myself every morning when I come into the gallery at 8 AM and I would like to recommend this to 
you also. 

The duty which lies nearest is proving that the Boucher really is an early Boucher. You will recall that 
Sotheby's sold it as "attributed to" and I thought so when I bought it, but then know so much less 
about French paintings than you do. 

Also, please keep in mind that you will earn a good deal more proving and selling this. 

I would not like to sell that enormous portrait for less than $100,000 and of course you would have to 
sell it for more to make a profit for yourself. 

The Pierre will be much easier but also much less important. 

All the best, 

Alfred 

GuiRochat@aol.com wrote: 

Dear Alfred, 

Thank you for your email. | proceeded to send Dr. Beverly Schreiber Jacoby in New York, the 
expert on early Boucher the color photograph and all my findings on your Francois Boucher 
“Venus Endormie" and | am waiting for her reaction. | think | have made a very good case for it 
being authentic and | am looking forward to a proftable sale (I will have of course to consult 
first another Boucher expert also). 

| have written Mr. Olivier Aaron a letter with one of the color transparencies | had made of the 
Pierre together with the black and white photo | received from you and with an explanation 
why | am certain that it is an early Jean-Baptiste Pierre. Next week Friday | am bringing it to my 
restorer in White Plains, Michele Kay, who will take a look at where the varnish is a bit curdled 
and ask her how much she will charge (as we agreed upon) to beautify the copper for a future 
sale. If it falls below $ 300 | will leave it with her to that purpose. 

The French Empire family portrait is of incomparable charm and should even at auction in New 
York do quite well as it appeals not only to a dealer but also to interior decorators, even 
though the faces are not smiling and the open bible is a bit stern (| wonder if this could be a 
non-French family, such as a foreign consul, but then how to prove that ?). Alternatively | 

_ would love to try to sell that for you also. | would think a price depends on what the market will 
bear, and | could start asking $ 100,000 for it as such large early canvases are relatively rare. 
For a museum it would be a crowd pleaser and you could possibly even ask the Milwaukee 
museum. | can approach New Orleans as it surely is French, but they always cry poverty to 

_ me. But there are always many other options. 

Kindest regards, 
Gui 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 
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Subject: Re: LARGE PORTRAIT OF PIOUS FAMILY WITH CAT & DOG 
From: GuiRochat@aol.com 
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 2003 17:24:55 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

| will be again at the Frick Library for the day on Monday and | may try to find some images of American 
consuls in Paris in circa 1800-1810. Who knows what | may be able to dig up and if | can pinpoint who 
they are, the large family portrait would be a lot more interesting. | will look on the internet to see if there 

y. | will let you know what | may is any information on who was in France at that time with his whole famil 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 
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Boucher 2 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

Astor Hotel, Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Dear Alfred, 

I have now been able to demonstrate that Boucher sometimes made compositions which copied other paintings of his but omitted details or figures, like in your painting. This is important because it shows that a sketch such as yours is entirely possible within Boucher’s work. 

Enclosed are again xerox copies from Ananoff’s catalogue raisonné on Francois Boucher. Though much has been discredited about this catalogue raisonné, it still functions quite reasonably to determine certain 
characteristics of Boucher’s paintings, their chronology and relations to drawings and other works by him. 

As you can see on 21 June of 1784 in the sale of Baron de Saint-Julien, we find as number 68, a painting which is described in the contemporary sales catalogue as ‘After Watteau’: “a woman lying down and asleep seen from the back, at the other side of the bedding a child holding a curtain looking at her. The background is formed by a landscape”. Ananaoff also reproduces a drawing, which repeats this composition: Ananoff Fig. 1796, signed and dated 1752 (see my other xerox). 

Then down the page: ‘Analogous’ number 5: a painting representing a “woman lying down seen from the back “(without a child) in a sale of 27 November 1925, no. 61 reproduced and given to Boucher (collection Achillito Chiesa, sale “American Art Association”, New York), 

I found the Chiesa sales catalogue from 1925 in the Frick Library. The excellent illustration is indeed of a woman lying down without a child, signed and dated 1746 (not mentioned by Ananoff). Unfortunately I could not have a xerox made because of the condition of the sales catalogue. The attribution is correct (which Ananoff does not dispute) and it is exactly like the drawing mentioned above but without any child or Amor. This is unfortunately not your painting as it is quite different and shows a landscape, but it does indicate that Boucher omitted or added figures in his identical compositions. 

Next I needed to prove that a sleeping or resting Venus was a thematic figure in Boucher’s early work. For that I looked at the excellent thesis from 1989 by a friend of mine Dr. Beverly Schreiber Jacoby, “ Francois Boucher’s Early Development as a Draughtsman” (she published in the same thesis a pair of drawings which 





were lost but which I re-discovered in the Sates. They are now in the great Musée Cardinal Fesch on Corsica). Dr. Jacoby describes and illustrates a Study of a Female Nude (III.A.10, page 269), which she compares with the next entry and illustration of a seated Female Nude, (III.A.11, page 270), both studies for a painting now 
in the Wallace collection in London ( Ananoff, Vol. I, 1976, pages 236 and 237, Fig. 419, an engraving and 
Fig. 420, the painting) as well as for the lost painting for which I think yours is a study (Ananoff, Vol. I, 1976, pages 226 and 227, no. 97 and engraved as number 97/I bis, Fig. 389, which I already sent to you). 

First of all if you look at the painting in the Wallace Collection of “Mercury Entrusting the Young Bacchus to the Nymphs” you will see the same figure as the Sleeping Venus on the left lower corner of the canvas. She 
is however partially draped. Ananoff mentions under ‘Analogous’ number 3, the print from the vanished 
painting ( Ananoff no 97/I bis, Fig. 389). The painting was first attributed to Francois Lemoyne ( Paris 1688-1737 Paris), a painter who influenced Boucher much in his youth and to whom several paintings by Boucher were originally attributed (see Ananoff Vol I, 1976, page 236 under ‘Exposition: Noaa—the 
provisionary catalogue had it attributed to Lemoyne (Sale Petit 1800)’ as translated). 

Further, looking at Dr. Jacoby’s illustrations of reclining female nudes, you can see the very close relationship of drawing III.A.10 to your painting as far as the body goes with the exception of the head. However 
illustration II.A.11, though in reverse appears closer to your painting (note the awkward right foot) as indeed Dr. Jacoby notices (she compares it of course to the print (Ananoff no 97/I bis, Fig. 389) and not to your canvas, which she does not know. She also mentions that the many compositions of the same thematic figure by Boucher point to this predilection for it in the early 1730's, right after his return from Italy circa 1731 (which has been proven by the drawings I found back and which are in Dr. Jacoby’s thesis, because now we know from those that he was still in Venice in 1730). I do not agree with Dr. Jacoby that this drawing 
(III.A.10) is an autonomous work, because to me as a former artist they are obviously studies ‘a la prima’ 
(from life) of different poses (note also the long ‘chignon’ or trail of hair in the study upper right in this drawing, which is clearly reflected in your painting). 

Having been able to prove that this reclining or sleeping female nude was a favorite theme for Boucher in his 
early years, that he used similar studies of nude women with or without addition of a cherub and that the manner of your painting is very close to a print of the vanished painting (showing the same unhappy right foot), I will have to write soon a very careful letter with all the data from both of these letters, which I will have to send to the experts. I also will show Dr. Jacoby now an image of your painting with all the information I have been able to discover about similar figures that crop up in Boucher’s early work. What still needs to be established satisfactorily that the actual manner of applying the paint and the brushwork is 
Boucher’s from his early years. 

Kindest regards, 

Membre Societe del Histoire deb Apt francais Kindly by afpointment 
51 MacDougal Street, suite 185 tel 212.673.3484 
New York, NY 10012, USA fax 425.955.3422 
website: www.frencholdmasters.org email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 
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| N°68- D’aprdés Watteau 

26 AVRIL Vente Le Roy de Senneville 
N° 13 

Un riche paysage et, figures ajustées dans le genre pastoral. Ce tableau trés agréable par la composition est d’un pinceau facile et moelleux. Toile. Haut., 36 pouces; Larg., 26 pouces (H. 0 m 972: L. 0m 702) Prix: 399 — 19. 

N° 14 
Une marche de figures et animaux. Esquisse en grisaille, composée dans B s 4 8 le genre de Benedette. Toile. 

Haut., 15 pouces; Larg., 10 pouces (H. 0 m 405; L. 0 m 270). 

21 JUIN Vente du Baron de Saint-Julien 

Une femme couchée et endormie, 
un enfant tenant un rideau, 
paysage. Toile. 
Haut., 17 p.; Larg., 23 p. (4.0m 460; LL. 0 m 620). 

Similaire. 

vue par le dos: de l’autre cété du lit 
la regarde. Le fond est terminé par un 

1. Une toile représentant un sujet: similaire, sans que nous puissions affirmer qu’il soit identique, a été présenté & la vente de Mme de Viermeu- Jez) le 6 mai 1909: gous le N° 1, reproduit (attribué) (H. 0 m 365: L. 0 m 450). 
Acquis par M. Thiebaut-Nisson pour la somme de 5100 F. le méme tableau est aujourd'hui dans la collection de M. H.L.G.... New York Dessin. 
2. «Un dessin au crayon noir et blanc, sur papier bleu, représentant une femme couchée et vue de dos.» (H. 12 p.; L. 15 p.) Coll. Lebrun, 10 dé- cembre 1778, No 184. 
3. Une étude préliminaire aux ¢ 

vée au Wallraf-Ric 
L. 0 m 296). 

4. Un dessin identique au présent tableau { l'Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris. 
Original. 
Une toile par Antoine Watteau teprésentant une 

fait partie de la collection Crozat baron de Thiers. 
Analogie. 
5. 

rois crayons sur papier bleu, est conser- hartz Museum de Cologne, inv. 1951/216 (H. 0 m 14s; 

ait partie de la collection de 

femme nue et couchéc, a 

Un tableau représentant une femme couchée vue de dos (sans enfant.) (H. 13; L. 18 in.) faisait partie de la vente du 27 novembre 1925, n° 61. reproduit et cdlonné a Frangois Boucher (Coll. Achillito Chiesa, vente «American Art Association », New York). a A ; ie) wf é> Copie. 
6. Il semble bien que le présent theme fut copie par Lajoue: «une figure de femme couchée sur un lit vue de dos» (He 19 ps Lo 24 po. Coll Charpentier, architecte du Roi, sa vente aprés déces 14 mars 1774, no 24, Observ. 
Nous avons tenu a citer les deux tableaux (vente 1909, et vente J925) a titre purement, indicatif, car en dépit. de nos recherches nous n’ avons pu découvrir les toiles et en effectuer étude. 

23 SEPTEMBRE Vente de M. X... 
p. 6 

Etude de femme nue et couchée. Toile ovale. 
Haut., 17 pouces 6 lignes; Larg., 21] pouces 6 lignes (H. 0 m 472: L. 0 m 580), 

4 NOVEMBRE Vente anonyme 
N° 13] 

Deux belles esquisses, terminées par Boucher, dans la couleur de Le Moine. 

No 132 
Un tableau du méme temps, gravé sous le titre de «La Clochette. 

N° 133 

Une belle esquisse du méme sur toile. 
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th Century French Painting, Union League Club, New York 

Buropean Paintin 98 by Old and Modern Masters, Museum, Los Angeles 
W34 ne 10 

French Painti teenth Century, Juni League Gallery 

Clark Building 1934, no 8 
Vrench Paintings of the Kighteenth Century, Wildenstein & Co.. New 

York, 1948, n° 3, of il est reproduit 

Masterpieces of Painting Through Six Centuries, Allied Arts Assi in 
tion, Houston, 1952, n° 37, at il est reproduit 
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Londres, 1956, n° 9 
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Paintings by Rembrandt, Boucher. Cézanne, Hala Guardi, Gauguin 
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Boucher in North th American Collections 

Wildenstein & Co.. Lon 
La Douce France, National museun 
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Devaux. Musée des Beaux-Arts, T 
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ANALOGII 

3 Dessin. Tite de Mercure. British Muscum, Londres 

ONSERVATION 

4 Btuce pour la ¢ ymMposilion conservée A In Wallace Collection ce 
Londres (1° 106) 

MERCURE CONFIANT LE JEUNE 3ACCHUS 
AUX NYMPHES 

Pendant: l’Enlévement d’Eurone (n° 104) 

HISTORIQUE 
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conseiller du Roi, receyeur général des Finances d'Orléans, sa vente aprés décas. }2 jr n L786, n® 13: $424 livres 
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Coll. Paul Périer, sa vente 16-17 mars 1843 
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Coll. lord Hertford, Paris 
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Comte d'Orsay (L. 2239); Orsay m. 

Dessins, Les Collections du Comte 0, 170, no. 116. : fi 
male nude In the Ecole des Beaux 
sreater plasticity and more elegant 

contours represents a slight technical advance in Boucher's development. The 

d'Orsay provenance confirms the dating of both JILA.6 and III.A.8 to Boucher's 
Italian sojourn or immediately after, c. 1730. 

(ILA.9. Study of a Female Nude 

Provenance: Margaret Singer, New York/ (Sale New York, William Doyle 
Galleries, January 25, 1984, lot 82). 

This figure appears in the left foreground of Boucher's first monumental 
interpretation of The Birth of Venus theme. Wrongly dated c, 1740 by Ananoff 

(1976, 1, no. 180) the painting, now lost, was in fact executed much earlier, c. 

1732-33 (for a discussion of the revised dating of the painting see III.A.2). The 

argument to date The Birth of Venus in the early 1730's is given further strength 
by the recognition that the identical figure appears, with just the slightest change 
in the position of the left leg, as an attendent nymph at the reme left of 
Boucher's celebrated Rape of Europa, London, Wallace collection, (Ananoff, 1976, 
I, p- 233, no. 104) which is probably the same painting praised by Mariette: "Il ne 

faut que voir ce qu'il a peint dans sa jeunesse, et en particulier cet enlevement 
d'Europe quia M. Watelet... J'admire ce tableau toutes le fois que je le 
considere." (See Appendix A, pp. 210-211.) Three figure studies and a preliminary 
sketch remain for The Birth of Venus, suggesting that Boucher gave exceptional! 
thought to the preparation of this early mythological composition. The centra! 
figure of Venus (IIIA.2), the reclining nymph in the British Museum (III.A.3) and 
the unpublished study in the Getty (III.A.9), discovered and identified by the 
author, document Boucher's traditional method of studying the individual figures 
or the whole composition while the preliminary sketch in Sacramento (III.C.1) 

records the artist's initial conception, to which he remained very faithful in the 
final painted composition. 

IIL.A.10. Study of a Seated Female Nude 

London, P. & D. Colnaghi and Co. 

Red chalk heightened with white with touches in black chalk, on tan paper, | 
down 250 x 339. 

It is instructive to campare this sheet with another drawing, a sheet of figure 

studies which also includes the representation of a female nude in the identical 
pose but in the opposite direction as the one examined here (JII.A.11), That sheet 
has been related to Mercury confiding Bacchus to the Numphs, London, Wallace 
Collection (Ananoff, 1976, I, p. 236-7, no. 106, fig. 420), pendant to the Rape of 
Europa in the same collection. The Colnaghi study may have been used in the 
preparation of Boucher's lost painting representing Sleeping Venus (Ananoff, 1976, 
I, pp-226-227, no. 97) engraved by Aubert in the opposite direction (Ibid., no. 97/I 
bis, fig. 389). But, the figure of the sleeping goddess is naturally more relaxed and 

Venus' head is inclined downward. However, the figures otherwise correspond in 





the pose and details, including the hand twisted at the wrist with the fingers bent, 
a motif Boucher appears to have favored because it appears in several instances in 
his compositions from the early 1730's (Study of a Female Nude (IJI.A.3); Sleepin 
Diana (III.A.4); Rinaldo and Armida (Ananoff, 1976, I p. 239, no. 108, fig. 425); and 
the Study of a Female Nude and figure studies (III.A.11). What is unusual about 
the Colnaghi sheet is the addition of the accessories, ambiguously both maritime 
and terrestrial, which confer upon the sheet the aura of an independent work of 
art. In contrast to IIIA.11 where the artist was exploring pose and gesture in 
several figures the present drawing possesses a self-sufficiency which leads one to 
wonder if it does not represent, like The Sleeping Diana (III.A.4) a very early 
example of Boucher's lifelong practice of executing autonomous drawings. 

IN.A.11. Study of a Seated Female Nude and other Studies 

Tours, Musée des Beaux-Arts 

Red chalk heightened with white on buff paper 252 x 323. 

Provenance: Jacques Doucet, (Sale, Paris, Galerie Georges Petit, June py MER 
lot 8 to Kleinberger (9300F). Foulon-Devaux, Bequeathed to the Musée des Beaux- 
Arts, Tours. 

Literature: Ananoff, 1976, I, p. 235, no. L05/1, fig. 417. 

A preparatory study for Mercury Confiding Bacchus to the Nym hs, London, Wallace Collection (Ananoff, 1976, I, p. 236-7, no. 106, fig. 420). 

IlA.12, Study of a Male Nude (Mercury) 

Paris, Galerie Cailleux. 

Red chalk heightened with white on cream paper 335 x 355. 

Provenance: H. Calmann, London; Cailleux, Paris; Slatkin Galleries, New York; David Daniels, New York (Sale, London, Sotheby's, April 25, 1978, lot 64. 

Literature: R. Slatkin, Review of A. Ananoff, L'Qeuvre dessiné de Frangois Boucher, 1966; Master Drawings, V, no. 1, 1967, p. 56, pl. 48 F.J.B. Watson, Wallace Collection Catalogue Pictures and Drawings, London, 1960, p- 40 (P. 487); A. Ananoff, 1976, I, p. 235, no. 105/2, fig. 418) P.J-R., 1978, no. 247. 

Exhibitions: 1968, Minneapolis and elsewhere, Loan Exhibition Selections from the Drawing Collection of David Daniels, no. 20; 1973, Washington and elsewhere, Frangois Boucher _in North American Collection's no. 50; 1978, Paris, Galerie Cailleux, Sanguines Dessins Fra is du dix huitiéme siecle, eye SH Thor. Ve 













Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2003 13:31:46 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 

| am writing at present the careful letter to the Boucher expert to get his imprimatur on your "Venus 
Asleep". It should be done at the end of this weekend and | will fax you the ultimate product to get your 
input before | place it in the mail. 
| was this morning at my restorer, Michele Kay in White Plains. She opened a small window in the sky 
upper left on the "Pierre" copper and showed me that the varnish had yellowed quiite a bit. The painting 
needs cleaning and some inpaint where previous attempts at the lower left center were not very 
successful. Her charge is $ 500 which | think to be reasonable. However if this is above what you 
planned to spend (as my contract with you indicates $ 300 top limit for cleaning), | would be willing at 
this point to buy the picture from you. Because | sold my painting to the National Gallery of Scotland, 
which allowed me to pay off some of my debts, | can afford again to go into debt to buy this small copper 
from you if you want. | have not had word from Mr. Aaron in Paris. 
Kindest regards, 

Gui 
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Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Fri, 18 Apr 2003 15:09:07 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 

| just received your letter with the snapshot of the French late 18th century drawing. It is really quite 

charming and seems to be of good quality. | will wait for the black and white photograph because it is 

fairly hard to make a judgment on this image. Did you recognize the Goethe quote of 'Es schlug mein 

Herz' ? | love Goethe. 
Kindest regards, 
Gui (Struwel Peter) 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

1 of | 
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Subject: BOUCHER 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Sun, 20 Apr 2003 22:05:49 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 
| have sent you by fax my letter to the recognized Boucher expert in London as | would like your 
suggestions, if any on it before dispatching it. | think that | have covered as many points as possible and 
given him my first hand impression of the painting itself. | cannot mention the New York scholar Dr. 
Beverly Schreiber Jacoby as the two do not get along. | have not heard from her but will contact her next 

week again. 
Kindest regards, 
Gui 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 
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Dear Gui, 

Thank you for sending me the copy of your letter to Alastair Laing written on the worst day in the 

history of the world. 

If you will be able to sell this painting for, say, 

due you. 

With all good wishes I remain 

Yours sincerely, 

lfred Bader 

about:blank 

$100,000, you will certainly have earned the $40,000 

4/21/2003 10:35 AM 
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New York, April 20, 2603 
a dco 

aa 
Mr. Alastair Laing Peli atts 

The National Trust 

36 Queen Anne's Gate 

LONDON SWIiH SAS 

ENGLAND 

| 

| 

Dear Mr. Laing, | 
} 

* a e . ae 4 7) 4 - 

I cake the liberty of once again asking you for your very kind opinion on a painting, which | hope may be of 

interest to you. 

{r concerns a very fine and beautiful large “Venus Endormie’, sold at Sotheby’s New York on May 12, i995, 

lot 104, ax Attribuced co Francois Boucher, oil on canvas, size 64.5 by 90.5 cm (25 3/8 by 35 $/8 inches). 

T enclose a color and a black and white photograph as well as documentation even though f realize that you 

surely have all this in your archives. The painding belongs to a dealer/collector friend of nine and J bad che 

opportunity of scudying it for some time and from up clese. 
} 

1 

The hatched brush strokes ate remarkably skillful and follow the ourlines and movement of the body while 

theit color varies from soft bluish gray to pink on a grayish pink base, which gives the gsi: of the goddess 

texture, glow and volume of a quality that does not scem to belong to a follower or copyist of che artise. The 

colors are subtle with bright patches, while the model is seen entirely convincingly, resting amongst the 

elaborate heavy bedding and drapery. 
| 

‘The image is mentioned by Sorheby as a variant on the vanished ‘Venus Endormie sur un Lit de Repos’, 

Ananoff Volume J, number 97, pp 226/227, size 64.8 by 81 cm, And indeed it follows closely the 

composition as illustrated in prints figs 388 and 589, but without the figure of Cupid. in fact the rather roo 

foreshortened right foot of Venus is clearly identical vo dw one in print fig. 388. 

The Venus seesns ro be related to the early drawings of nude female models described anid illustrated in Beverly 

Schreiber’s thesis of 1986, numbers 1LA.10 and LILATT, in which she mentions also number 97 and 

‘Mercury confiding Bacchus to the Nyinphs’ Ananoff number 100, where the female nude is seen partially 

draped. She describes these studies as dating trom carly in Boucher’s career. Boucher’s characteristic red and 

white chalk hatching ia drawings is visibly refleceed in che brush strokes for the legs im che ‘Venus Endormie, 

following the same direction wich the same shadows to indicate muscle, folds of che skinjat the inside knee 

joint and similarly with che left arm and the back of dhe figure. | 

Fage 1/2 





Sent By: GUIROCHAT FINE ART; 

A copy of Ananoff’s aumber 97 was sold on February 19, 1912, lot 120, iftuscrared, from the collection of 

Guy Bolton at the American Art Association which is heavier and obviousty of lesser qualicy. That catalogue is 
at the Frick Library. 

T found thar Boucher added or omitted figures from his works such as cherubs. In Ananoff Volume If 
pp. 322/323, undex the listing of sales: “ Vente du baron de Saint Julien”, June 21, 1784, namber 68 (d'aprés 
Watteau !), 46 cm by 62 om. is described the same kind of composition of ‘une fernme endormie avec un 

enfant d’aucre cote’ and with the illustration of a dcawing on page 323, fig. 1796, mentioned under "Dessin’, 
number 3 on page 322 for this composition, inscribed and dated 1752 (Wallraf-Richargy muscum). Aiso 
however is listed under number 68 on page 322 as ‘Analogous’ number 5; ane ferme couchée vise de dos (sans 

enfant) H. 13, L 18 in (33 by 46 cm) sold on November 27, 1925, loc number 61 ar the “American Are 

Association’ sale in New York, collection Achillito Chiesa, illustrated and ‘given to Franzois Boucher’, | found 

this catalogue at che Frick Library and it is quite fragile so I could not obtain unfortunately a reproduction of 
the entry for lot 61. Tn fact the llustration in the catalogue was excellent and it showed 4 Deauriful painting, 
mentioning that it was in fact fully sigaed and dated 1746. The composition was differant of course than chat 

of the painting of the ‘Venus Endormie’ as it followed closely that of number 68 in Anahoff Volume II with a 

landscape in the lef upper backeround and the woman’s left arm held over her head, biit there was no cherubs. 
| 
| 

i read very carefully the entry for number 14, pp. 123/126 in the catalogue for the Boucher exhibition at the 
fetropolitan Museuin in 1986, ‘Moses and che Burning Bush’ in which is mentioned thas a ‘rough facture 

with hatched effects, with arbitrary yet wholly convincing folds of drapery’ is very typical of Boucher in the 

period after his return from Italy and thar it even echoes in his later work “cette maniées de peiadre par 

hachures” (Chaussard 1806), as a result of his admiration for Castiglione. That is quite evident in the “Venus 

Endortuie’ where the brush scokes are like chalk marks, controlled but decisive. For a copyist the lines of the 

painting seem to be flowing too namrally and che manner of applying the paint is too direct. The convoluted 

drapery is as spontaneously painted as seen in the ‘Moses and the Burning Bush’, Unfortunately my color 

photograph is nor as good as the color illustacion in the Sotheby 1995 catalogue. [also have no access to the 
Derbais inventory here, so I could not see if anything like a description of a “Venus endgrmie sans Cupidon’ or 

a ‘femme couché:’ was ever listed. 

Could it be possible that the "Venus Endormie’ is either a study for che vanished aumbet 97 in Ananoff o1 a 

variant autonomous work by the young Boucher himself, as che high qualicy of this painting seerns to suggest ? 
| 

| would be very grateful indeed for your reaction and if you think that my proposal merits considerauon. 

With sincerest regards, 

, Pe Wa : f y ; a te | 

( Whambve Taciede de b OA Vealoune dell Wd! farce OK enaldy hug appointment 

$1 MacDougal Survet, suite 185 tel 212.673.5484 

New York, NY 10012, USA fax 425.995.3422 

website: www.frencholdmasters.org email: rochatdld masters@ao!.com 

| 
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Subject: Re: Boucher 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 14:10:22 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 
| will give the Lepicie to my friend to take to the fair. It is quite beautiful and | thought the connection with 

the Sweerts in the Atheneum would have interested you. After all you do buy paintings from other 

countries. | will let you know what answers | will get from the Boucher experts. 

Kindest best wishes, 
Gui 
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Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Tue, 22 Apr 2003 21:32:41 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpe.com 

Dear Alfred, 
Happily my Lepicie will be taken to the important 

very good chance to sell. | would like to ask you t 

on your French drawing, to return to me also the black and white photogra 

only copy | have. Many thanks. 

Kindest best wishes, 

Gui 

mailbox:///C|/Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/ Application%20... 

May art fair in New York, where | am sure it will have a 

hat when you send me the black and white photograph 

oh of the Lepicie as that is the 
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Subject: (no subject) 

_ From: GuiRochat@aol.com 
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 14:30:03 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpce.com 

Dear Alfred, 
If you are really interested in the Lepicie of the Young Boy, | could send it to you at my expense (and 

return) for approval. You will be amazed how beautiful the painting really is and how charming. In that 

case we maybe can make an arrangement with an exchange for the Pierre, which should make us both 

happy. Otherwise | may give it to a dealer friend here to take it to the big May Art Show here at the 

Armory on Park Avenue as | need to sell it. Please let me know. 

Kindest regards 

Gui:...... 
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Subject: Re: Boucher 

, From: GuiRochat@aol.com 
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 14:40:10 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

In fact | will make you an offer that you cant refuse....6 10K plus the Pierre for the Lepicie, and you will 
be well ahead and | can use the money to pay off debts.... 
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Subject: (no subject) 

>From: GuiRochat@aol.com 
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 2003 12:35:03 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 
it was nice talking to you just now. My joke was that if you would think of selling a real Boucher for $ 

3/40,000 then frankly | would be disappointed in your business acumen. Of course | trust you entirely. In 

any case | will send off the letter to Alastair Laing with all the documentation | have amassed on the 

Boucher in the hope that he will react favourably. As for the Pierre my conservator will clean it carefully 

and touch it up only when | am there to see what she is up to. As for Laing, let me pursue it at this 

moment and after he has reacted you can visit him, so that he has the time to think about the Boucher at 

his leisure. 
Kindest best regards, 

Gui 
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Sunday, Agi'27, 2003 217 PM Ta: Gad Rochat Froen: Mionele $., Mny-Ruthyy 5912-7782 

MICHELE &. KAY 
PAINTINGS CONSERVATION 

(Sur Rochat 

$) MacDougal Street, suite 185 

New York, NY 16012 

April 26, 2003 

Jean Baptiste Maric Pierre (1713 - 1789) 

H: 8 7/8" W: 6 4” 
Oil on copper panel 

Condition prior to restoration: ! 
| 

The painting had a moderate laver of soot and grirne on the surface, and a vellowed, 
uneven film of natural resin vartush. Severs! areas had heavy overpaint over origiaal 
paint to conceal smaller areas of paint loss, Much of this overpaint was different ik color 
and not in keeping with the original paint film. This is most obvious in the hacksige of 
the goat and the dark rocicy areca above it. / 

Restoration Treatment! 

Soot and game were cleaned from the surface with water-dampened swabs. The | 
discolored yellowed varnish waa removed with a mild combinaton of solvents, Stronger 
solvents and gentle soraping were required to remove the tick discelored overpaint and 
various retouches throughout the picture. Losses were filled with B-72, a thermoplastic 
acrylic resin and calcium carbonale. Retouching was carried out with finely ground, dry 
pigments bound in a polyvinyl resin medium. Glazes were apphed with Maimert | 
restoration colors. The painting received two thin-brushed layers of Rembrandt 
Retouching Varnish with a sprav intermediary laver of Mowilith 20 in Ethanol. All 
materiais used in this procedure are reversible in nuild solvents. 

Fee... ...5500,00 

| 

SIX OLD ROAD « BLMSPURD e NY ¢ 10523 © 914-592-7172 « FAX 914.502.7782 
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Ali Elai 
CAMERARTS, ine. 

New York, New York 19023 
Fels (212) 5173982. Fux: (212) 249°9295 

Gui Rochat fine Art Ltd. 

51 MacDougal Street, #185 | 

New York, NY 10012 
673-3484 
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28 April 2003 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts "s 
Astor Hotel Suite 622 ey sh a 

924 East Juneau Avenue 2>60--6494 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

Dear Dr. Bader, a a 

Thank you for the photographs and your letter of April 22. I certainly 

remember borrowing your wonderful Jacob van Campen, as well as visiting 

your collection in spite of the fact you were in London at the time. 

I am always amazed when an unknown Molenaer comes to my 

attention. Based on the photographs, however, I would agree with you that 

the picture is a very early Jan Miense Moienaer, circa 1628. it represents 

another from a group of three-quarter length merrymaking children placed in 

the extreme foreground of the composition. Typical for the painter’s 

juvenilia, the composition 1s crowded, the expressions forced, and the 

execution rather coarse. Within a year or two Molenaer would begin to 

overcome some of these early shortcomings. Compare, for example, The 

Dentist of 1629 (enclosed photograph; other comparisons appear in the 

enclosed catalogue). 

T hope this information is useful to you. With your permission, I will 

keep the photographs for my files. All the best. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ne Nh 

Dennis P. Weller 
Curator of Northern European Art 

enclosures: Molenaer photo and catalogue 
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Subject: CONTRACT 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Wed, 30 Apr 2003 19:24:10 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpce.com 

Dear Alfred, 

This is to confirm that | can offer the large French family portrait @ $ 175,000 with your revenue 

to be $ 100,000 net/net and all costs for packing and transport to be borne either by me or by my 

client. 

With many thanks. 

Best regards, 

Gui Rochat 

Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 

website: www.frencholdmasters.org 

tel 212.673.3484 
fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

1 of 1 
5/1/2003 8:57 AM 





mailbox:///C\/Documents%20and%20Settings/Ann/A pplication”%20... 

Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 2003 13:05:53 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpce.com 

Dear Alfred, 

While we are waiting for the reactions on the Pierre and the Boucher, | would like to offer your large 

charming painting of a French family with your permission to two of the French wine makers in the Napa 

Valley in Northern California. They have very large tasting rooms for the public and collect art so this 

may be just what they would like. Asking price $175,000. | would be very happy to receive your check 

for half of the photography and cleaning costs on the Pierre @ $272.50 as my expenses are high (50 

cent per copy of the many xeroxes for the Boucher that | had to make at the Frick library and mailing 

costs abroad from $3-5 ). | hope you are well and that Spring has come to Milwaukee. It is very beautiful 

here with sun and blossoms all-over town. 

Kindest regards, 
Gui 

Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 
website: www.frencholdmasters.org 

tel 212.673.3484 
fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

1 of | 
4/30/2003 12:52 PM 





1 of | 

va about:blank 

Dear Gui, 

By all means offer the family portrait for $175,000 and if you can get this you will get $75,000 from 

me. What I would like is $100,000 net/net, by which I mean I receive $100,000 and the buyer or you 

takes care of the packing and shipping. 

In time you will get to know me better and then know that I pay very promptly, whether it is for 

paintings or photography. Two checks, one for photography and one for restoration, went out to you 

on April 28th. Sadly, I have no control over the mail. 

Did you receive the two photographs I sent you last week? One, your black/white before conservation 

and the other the black/white of my charming drawing. If you would like to sell the drawing we could 

split everything above my cost of $750. 

With best wishes, 

Alfred 

GuiRochat@aol.com wrote: 

Dear Alfred, 
While we are waiting for the reactions on the Pierre and the Boucher, | would like to offer your large 

charming painting of a French family with your permission to two of the French wine makers in the 

Napa Valley in Northern California. They have very large tasting rooms for the public and collect art 

so this may be just what they would like. Asking price $175,000. | would be very happy to receive 

your check for half of the photography and cleaning costs on the Pierre @ $272.50 as my expenses 

are high (50 cent per copy of the many xeroxes for the Boucher that | had to make at the Frick library 

and mailing costs abroad from $3-5 ). | hope you are well and that Spring has come to Milwaukee. It 

is very beautiful here with sun and blossoms all-over town. 

Kindest regards, 
Gui 

Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 
| website: www.frencholdmasters.org 

tel 212.673.3484 
fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

4/30/2003 3:57 PM 
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Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Fri, 2 May 2003 09:44:11 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 

| am writing about your large family portrait to two French wineries in the Napa valley who collect art and 
have very large tasting rooms in their former wine press spaces. 

| also think that | may have found the artist for your charming drawing of the little girl. There is a painting 
in the San Francisco museum of young children by the well-known French 18th century painter Carle 
VanLoo and this may well fit into his work, as he was known for his depictions of children like this. | will 
have to check next week at the Frick, but | am sending to you by attachment an image of this painting 
and a preparatory drawing for it, which is in the Art Institute of Chicago. 
Kindest best wishes, 
Gui 

Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 
website: www.frencholdmasters.org 

tel 212.673.3484 

fax 425.955.3422 
email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

5/2/2003 9:01 AM 
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s Fleurs animés“ (1 

schwere Schicksalsschligg 
ueder, so daB er in ein : 

rzebracht werden ree 
’ Seine resignierte selbstver_ 

wird schon durch seine 
rfolge entkraftet. Aller 

as Urteil tiber seine kiinst. 
z merkwirdig stark. Be- 
ung, die ihn als den La 
e", den ,La Fontaine Pains 
hat, steht kthle Ableh- 

| pper Seite (Théoph. Gautier 
ctor) gegentiber. Seine bo. 
hren, Zu denen er oft nur 
die er von Forest, Despe- 
ie er auch sonst haufig als 
zog, ausfuhren lieB, haben 
litat fast alle Reize ein- 
ch seine Illustration hat 
s, Trockenes, u. die pein- 
seines Striches empfinder 
stilistischem Widerspruch 
Kiihnheit der Erfindung. 
Nancy bewahrt von G, 

ri umfassende Saiamlung 
angen, Federskizzen und 

n 804 Nummern ausge- 
1909 No 668). Weitere 
Lorrain und in der Stadt- 

lhcy, in den Mus. in Toul 

i 

I. I. G. dit Grandville, Cro- 
\fprs., Les Art. de mon temps, 

Srorenson, J. J. G., 
ipa. a. d. Athenaeum frang. 

)— Jul. Nollet, Eloge 
werpen 1853. — Bellier- 
gén. I, 1882. — Arm. 
trang. au_19¢ s., [1888] p. 
— Em. Bayard, La Ca- 
turistes [1900] p. 110. — 
s du 19* s., 1885—992, VII. 
Art. frang. contemp., 1884 

H-Carteret, Les Moeurs 
n France [1888] p. 646 ff. 
ch. d’Art, Prov., Mon. civ. 

Flop. 1893 p. 826 (G.s Denk- 
\FAbb.). — Soullié, Ven- 
Ps 1896. — Mireur, Dict. 

\fo01—12, III (unter Grand- 
— Kat. d. angef. Mus. 

H. Vollmer. 
h. Maler und Radierer, 

+ 3. 7. 1895 in Briissel. 
pr Kostiimkunde an der 

jjat verhaltnismaBig wenig 
Wiener Weltausstellung 

Hen Bildern: ,,Triclinium“ 
hchen“ vertreten, in Britis- 
h Bildnis, 1887 mit ,,Aus- 
Radierungen sind __ ital. 
Szenen aus der belg. Ge- 
Unter Portaels malte er 
des Klosters der Briider 
ven aus, selbstandig wel- 

Cn ee 

rerhin geschichtliche Fresken in der Aula 

der Gemeindeschule in Briissel-Ixelles. 

Singer, Kstlerlex., Nachtr., 1906. — Hip- 

pert tt Linnig, Peintre-Graveur Holl. et 

Belg:» 1879. — La Renaissance XIV (1852) 45. 

— Journ. d. B.-Arts 1887 p. 130. — Jahrb. d. 

Bilder- u- Kstblatterpreise, Wien i911 ff., Ill. 

Gérard, Lambert, belg. Goldschmied, 

fertigte 1616 die Silber-Gruppe der hl. Elisa- 

peth zwischen zwei Bettlern an einem der 

Elisabethkirche in Mons gehérenden Amts- 

stab. — Wohl identisch mit dem Gold- 

schmied Aubert Gérard, von dem sich 

ein silberner Hirtenstab von 1616 mit fgtir- 

lich verzierter Kriimme (Heilige, Almosen 

austeilend) im Ste Waudru in Mons befin- 

det. (Oder gar Identitat der beiden Arbei- 

ten?!) 
Marchal, La Sculpt. ete. belges, 1895. — 

Rosenberg, Goldschm. Merkzeichen, 1911. 

Gérard, Louis Alph., s. Gérard, Alph. 

Gérard, Louis Auguste, Landschaits- 

und Architekturmaler, Holzschneider und 

Lithograph, geb.am 5.2. 1782 in Versailles, 

+ 1862. Schiiler von J. V. Bertin. Stellte 

1819-43 im Salon Landschaften und An- 

sichten aus Paris und Umgegend, Rouen, 

Fontainebleau, Senlis, Nantes, Orléans usw. 

aus. Eine Ansicht des Schlosses Polignac 

im Mus. von Narbonne. 
Gabet, Dict. d. Art., 1831. — Bellier- 

Auvray, Dict. gén. I (1882). — Marmot- 
an, Ecole fr. de peint. 1789—1830, {1886}. 

Gérard, Louis G., s. Gérard, Gaston. 

Gerard, Marc, = Geeraerts, Marcus. 

Gérard, Marguerite, Malerin, Vig- 
nettenzeichnerin und Kadiererin, geb. am 28. 

1. 1761 in Grasse, + am 18. 5. 1837 in Pa- 

tis, Schwester der Mme Marie-Anne Frago- 

nard (s. d.), der Gattin Honoré Fragonard’s, 

und des Stechers Henri Gérard. Kam 
14 jahrig nach Paris in das Haus ihres be- 
riihmten Schwagers, wo sie unter dessen 

Leitung zundchst das Zeichnen und Radie- 

ten erlernte. So entstanden ihre frithen gra- 
phischen Arbeiten, wie Le Chat emmaillotte. 
La Premiére lecon d’équitation, Au Génie 

de Franklin (1778) unter ausgedehnter Mit- 
arbeit  Fragonard’s, ebenso das bekannte 
Blatt: Monsieur Fanfan. Bald griff sie auch 

zu Pinsel und Palette und malte honette 
Familienszenen in der genrehaften Auffas- 

sung ihrer Zeit, die in den Nachstichen Vi- 

dal’s, ihres Bruders Henri Gérard und Nic. 
de Launay’s sehr bekannt geworden sind 
Stofflich steht im Mittelpunkt ihrer Malerei 
das Kind. Auch an ihren friihen Gemalden 

hat Fragonard taitigen Anteil. Ihre Anleh- 

nung an die holland. Gesellschaftsmaler des 
17. Jahrh. zeigen besonders ihre ersten Bil- 

der wie ,,Eléve intéressante“, ,,Triomphe de 
Minette“, ,,L’Art d’aimer“, ,,Dors, mon en- 

fant“ u. a., die ihr schon vor der groBen Re- 
Volution Tagesberiihmtheit verschafften. 

4 

Nach 1789 nahn ihre Malerei die burger- 
lichen Alliiren der neuen Zeit an und piropfte 

auf die alte Rokoko-Grazie das neue klassi- 

e“, Triomphe de Raton“ zeigen d 
AuBerliche dieser Wandlung. Viel echt 
wirkt dieser Schritt aus dem Hoéfischen in 

s Kleinbiirgerliche in ihren reizenden 
Vignetten fiir die Liaisons dangereuses 
(Ausg. von 1796) und die Amours du Che- 
valier de Faublas (Ausg. von 1798), die von 

Masquelier, Simonet u. a. gestochen wurden. 

Besondere Beachtung verdienen ihre Bild- 

nisgemalde, darunter das Portrat der Mme 

Honoré Fragonard mit ihren 2 Enkeln (bei 

Marcel Fragonard) und das anmutige Dop- 

pelbildnis der Mme de Stael und ihres Téch- 

terchens auf SchloB Coppet. Gelegentlich 

fertigte sie auch Miniaturen; 2 solche. aus 

den Sammlungen Alph. Kann und Baron de 

Schlichting, waren auf der Miniat.-Ausst. 

der Bibliot. Nat. 1906 ausgestellt (No 170 

und 171). Man findet Bilder von ihr in den 

Museen zu Aix, Besancon, Bordeaux, Cher- 

bourg, Lyon, Perpignan, Pontoise, im Lou- 

vre, in der Ermitage und im Pawlowsky- 

Palais in St. Petersburg, sowie im Peters- 

burger (First Youssupoff, 3 Bilder) und 

Pariser Privatbesitz (Mme Ph. Escudier, 

Mme Ch. Floquet, Marcel Fragonard usw.). 

1799—1824 stellte sie im Salon aus. hr 

Bildnis, Sepiazeichnung von Fragonard, wird 

in der Bibliothek in Besancon (Legs Paris) 

bewahrt. 
Jeanne Doin, Marg. Gein Gaza > 

Arts 1912, II 499-52. — Renouvier, Hist. 

de Art pend. la Révolut., 1863. — E. u. ied 

Goncourt, L’Art du 18¢ siécle, 

349 £., 366, 374, 381. — Portalis, Les Des- 

sinat. d’illustr. au 18e siecle, 1877. — Porta- 

lis u. Béraldi, Grav. du 18e siécle, 1880—82, 

ll. — Bellier-Auvray, Dict. gén,, 1882, 

I. — Gaz. d. B.-Arts 1900 I 448f., 445 (Abb.); 

1908, I 207, 299 (Bild d. Smlg. Escudier, Abb.). 

— Revue de l’Art anc. et mod. XIX (1906) 

205 (Bildniszeichnung Fragonard’s, Abb.), 214f.; 

XXXII (1912) 431 (Abb.), 433, Anm. — EAE 

ct les Artistes XVII (1913) 171 (Bildnis d. Mine 

Staél, Abb.). — Les Arts {908 No 76, p. 6, 7 

(Abb.). — L’Art décoratif 1913, II 140 (Bild 

d. ehem. Smlg. Fischoff,. Abb.). — Buli. de la 

Soc. de I’Hist. de VArt frang. 1912 p. 13045 — 

Die Kunst XXIII (1911) 194, 197 (Abb.). — 

Deville, Index du Mercure de France, 1910. 

— Mireur, Dict. d. Ventes d’Art, 1901—12, 

Ill — Parthey, Deutscher Bildersaal, 

1863/4. — Waagen, Gemialdesmig. d. Er- 

mitage zu St. Petersburg, 1864 p. 417. — Tre- 

sors d’Art en Russie 1903 p. 417; 1906 p. 202 f. 

nee een Gara yesne Cent. of Loan 

Exhib., 1913 ff., I. — Kat. d. angef. Ausst. u. 

Museen. H. Vollmer. 

Gerard, Miche!, = Michel, Girard. 

Gérard (oder Girard), Pierre, genannt 

Castorés, franz. Hofwerkmeister, wohl nur 

Bauunternehmer, Schwiegersohn Phil. de 

VvOrme’s, arbeitete 154762 am SchloB Fon- 

39 

See 
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Subject: Re: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Fri, 2 May 2003 17:15:49 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 

Re: the French family: 

No burden is too great for me and if any of the two wineries are interested | will carry it myself on my 
back through to California. 

Re; the Young Girl 

You are a step ahead of me about the drawing of the young girl as | saw that Laurie Winters wrote the 
entry on VanLoo in the Art Encyclopaedia, but | was not going to tell you before | got all my ducks in a 
row, i.e. | do need a good color picture of it and to Know what | want to ask for it, to convince Dr. Winters 
as she is a stubborn woman (aren't they all ?!) 

Re: Pierre 

| will get it next week and | will send you a good color photograph of it, which will show how wonderful it 
looks now it is clean ! 

Your 
Sorcerer's Apprentice 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

5/2/2003 4:23 PM 





Sent By: GUIROCHAT FINE ART; 

Shu Rocha ca 
Hu SPs 76 3 

reve ah a ; tb 

New York, May 5, 2003 je-E é fe NG Je tA 

Mr. Donald Hess ONE Cokes Brae 2 

Hess Winery 
441] Redwood Road 

Napa, CA 94558 ye, tas ¢ re 
ke ae 

on ae 

Cy 7tt¢ 
Dear Mrs. Hess, 

i take the liberty of presenting you with a color photograph of a remarkable and very charming large Prench 

family portrait dacing from circa 1810 and possibly of a family from the Alsace: Lorraine. which | thought 

might be of great interest to you. Large family portraits of chis kind and date are extrgmnely rare and are 

seldom found within the US. The size is $9 by 91 inches, oi! on canvas, excellently cqnserved, cleaned and 

well framed, The artist sketched himself on a stretcher on the reverse. The painting is at present in a Mid- 

Western collection. 

It would form a wonderful crewd attraction within a winery chat by its very nature has links ro French 
y y y es 

| 

i 

{ 

ha Hess Coflecti CA ae mee ess Collection VV KPA i) A? (FE E- q 

{ 

IN FOIMED 

Je PROCEEC DINGS 

ol 
{ 

4 

culture and taste. 1 hope that you may be interested in acquiring this wonderful image. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Mumbue Tociete deb Histoire del Apt francais 
31 MacDougal Street, suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 

website: www.trenchold masters. ore 

Kindly by afpacniment 

tel 

tax 

email: rochatoldmasters#aol.com 

212.673.3484 
425.955.3422 

sana ‘Drenvinge 





1 of | 

Subject: Re: 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 
Date: Tue, 6 May 2003 13:32:51 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 
Honestly | have the greatest respect for you and | knew instinctively from the first day that 

| met you that you are entirely ethical in your dealings, so please accept my sincerest admiration for you. 

Otherwise | would not myself have gone to the lengths | did, of trying to market your French holdings in 

pictures. And | very much enjoy having this contact with you, as well as loving the research, because | 

get more pleasure finding out about good pictures and drawings than just for the monetary results, even 

though | am in need of some cash inflow at the moment. But all that surely will change and 'Deo Volante’ 

| can sell your beautiful Boucher soon. The fact that it takes time to hear from Laing is a very good sign, 

meaning that he is seriously considering my proposal about a full attribution. | do hope that you packed 

the drawing well and that you sent it on my account with FedEx as | myself requested that you send it. 

Thank you so much for entrusting me with it, so that | can be sure about it, because from photographs it 

is well nigh impossible to judge. | have this problem with a rare seventeenth century picture which | have 

in my catalogue as number 2, 

but on which | disagree with the scholar and | now have contacted one of the most distinguished French 

scholars, who agrees with me and suggested a much more important name, but cannot give me a 

definite opinion without seeing it himself, so | have to wait till he comes here.... | just read that you will 

pay for the FedEx, so what | will do is pay for the color transparencies without which | cannot market the 

drawing. | promise to send you an email that it arrived safely and will also send to you a consignment 

agreement as outlined in your email. Many many thanks for the confidence you place in me. | am also 

careful to spend money, but unfortunately in order to sell, one needs to spend money... 

All very best wishes, your 

Gui 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 
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Sent By: GUIROCHAT FINE ART; 425 9559422; May-8-03 12:09; Fage 4 

° 

Suc Rochkat (Og Masten Peuine ‘ ogi caved! Drouings 

May 8, 2003 

Dear Alfred. | 
{ 

1am faxing hereby the response from Alastair Laing on your Boucher. Ir is very hard td read, so { will 
translate some of the contents to you. 

Mr. Laing writes that he is aware of several versions of che Boucher wich or without the cherub and that he 
believes none of them are autograph. | 

i 

eee aa | However he has seen your Boucher before it was cleaned in England circa 1993 and he was as he writes 
impressed by the authenticity of the facture (i.e. manner), which is af Boucher’s style of the late 1730's, bur 
disappointed by its quality. He elaborases by saying that it seems an abandoned project by Boucher himself 
{and mentions that it would be interesting so see if there are traces af a cherub by x-ray or infra-red 
illumination-which would include under painting or the drawing of its outlines). 

He conchides from my photograph and from his memory that your Boucher is possib} mainly autograph, by 
the hand of Boucher in the body and mainly in the head of Venus, but maybe later finished off by the studio 
especially in the drapery. | 

My conclusion is that he remains very careful as he has not seem your painting in the afiginal since it was 
cleaned. T wish he would travel when in the US co Milwaukee eo see it in person, bur thaybe there remain 
other possibilities. He is organizing an exhibition at the Frick museum of Boucher and though [ do not know 
how soon that will take place, he certainly would come then again to the US. | 

We have come at least to be able to call your painting: “Prancois Boucher and Sundin”, which is indeed a big 
step forwards. | want to pursue this further and speak to Beverly Schreiber Jacoby whem I probably will see 
her ac the opening of the big Art Pair tomorrow on Park Avenue. 

at nt Rg 

Sot 

] 

| 

. 
Kindest regards, 

| 

| 

{ 
1 
} 

Momive Seotele det Histoire det Lilet francis Kindly by apipcendment 
31 MacDougal Street. syire 185 tel 212.673.3484 
New York, NY 10012, USA fax 425.955.3422 
website: www.frencholdmasters ory ema: rochatoldmascers@aol.com 

{ 
{ 
| 
| 
} 
\ 

| 
| 
) 

j 
) 





Sent By: GUIROCHAT FINE ART; 

18/08 2019 23133 FAL 

THE NATIONAL TRUST 

for Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty | 

38 QUERN ANN2'S GATE‘ LONDON SW1H 9AS ! 
| 

Telephone +aq (alza pe2z 9251 Facsimile +qq (0)20 7222 sog7 - VAhvite wrswe nationalinedt, ¢rg.vle 

Direct ef §=9207447 683677 | 

Direct fax 0207 447 6540 
E-mail j 
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A Gu : A. tackad 

NEW YORK MAY 8, 2004 

RECEIVED FROM DR. ALFRED BADER FINE ARTS: 

AN OVAL DRAWING EN TROIS COULEURS CHALKS OF A YOUNG GIRL, , TENTAT WVELY 
ATTRIBUTED TO CARLE VANLOO, 

TO BE INSURED FOR $ 2500 , RESEARCHED AND 
TO BE DIVIDED EQUALLY BETWEEN DR. 

WITH THANKS, 

@ Momb-ne Yoceets det + Misloine del C& Unt fruanocis 
51 MacDougal Street, suite 185 
New York, NY 10012, USA 

website: www. trencholdmarters.org 

Y: GUIROCHAT FINE ART; 

Che otfaston Veindings and Pypatetinep: 

$ 7590.- 

May-8-03 43:12; 

| 

| 
| 

SOLD WITH ALL PROCEEDS ABOVE $ 750 
BADER AND GUI ROCKAT. 

{ 

| } 

Kindly by aftftorndmend 

tel 212674 304 
fax 425.955.3422 
ersiatl: ie liam @aclcom 

{ 
{ 

| 
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Subject: Re: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Sat, 10 May 2003 09:10:30 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred. 
| sent a fax with the agreement between you and me. The Newhouse label was on the back of the 
drawing. | will see what | can find at the Frick library next week on it. You are entirely correct, a lot of 

Newhouse stuff was misattributed, but not always and maybe it is recorded where he got the drawing 

from. | will do my best. 
Kindest regards, 
Gui 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 

5/12/2003 8:30 AM 





Dear Gui, 

I am so glad that you like the drawing of a young girl, but I am puzzled by your e-mail of yesterday. 

You wrote, "I am sending you separately by fax a consignment agreement. It comes from Clyde 

Newhouse..." 

Does the consignment agreement come from Newhouse or does perchance the drawing come from 

Newhouse. If the latter, that would be very good indeed, but how do you know? And if it does come 

from Newhouse can you find out what they called it? Not that their attributions were always correct. 

Otto and I looked at a collection of old master paintings which Newhouse sold to a family in San 

Antonio in the 1940's and almost all of the attributions were way off. 

Best wishes, 

Alfred 

GuiRochat@aol.com wrote: 

Dear Alfed, 

| just received your drawing of a young girl in perfect condition so it was very well packed. Thank you. 
It is more lovely than | had expected but | need to rethink my attribution. | am sending to you 
seperately by fax a consignment agreement. It comes from Clyde Newhouse, a most important New 
York gallery which is now defunct (his daughter Jill Newhouse remains as a drawings dealer), and 
the frame is 18th century, but regilded. | will keep you informed about it as | go along. 

_ Please do not be discouraged by Mr. Laing's first reaction to the Boucher. | was surprised he even 
went so far as to admit that most of it is by Boucher. After all he saw it in London more than ten years 

ago when it was in a dirty condition and has not seen it cleaned. | am determined to pursue it further 
with him. At least we did the first step to make it Boucher and Studio ! 

_ Kindest regards, 
| Gui 
| 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 
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Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Tue, 20 May 2003 13:55:52 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpe.com 

Dear Alfred, 

Excellent letter. | hope that Laing can see you and chat about your Boucher. He may be hedging 

his bets as he is very careful about attributions (wise man !), so please do not push him, but | 

hope he may be sufficiently intrigued to see your by now cleaned Boucher painting when he 

comes next to the US. It may intrigue him that you bought Herstmonceaux Castle for Queen's 
University as he is connected to the National Trust. 

| also now think that the drawing of your small girl that you sent me is definitely by Henri-Pierre 

LL E cat who fled the French revolution in 1791 and worked in London till 
1800 which explains why | have been thinking that this drawing could be British of a young 

English girl. Danioux formed an inspiration to many English painters. Now to sell it... 
Once again Bon Voyage and best of luck ! 
Gui 
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FOR FAMOUS SR 

| Beat K. Scheuber 
for famous art 

Alfrea Bader Fine Arts 

stor Hotel. Suite 622 y 
24 E. Sanesu Avenue 

jjiwaukee, WI 53202 

USA 

{eonardo/Salai 

ear Mr. Bader 
ede 

{ do know your Fersen after the story from Claus Dreckmeann -- Jast year - about Rembranddts 
Minerva . There was Mr. Otto Naumann involved, 
t 

{ like ta offer you something special: 

Since 3 Years I'm working directly with the owner of the following painting and Pm the 
quthorized mandate to sell this oeuvre, 

s 
m also in the possession of the full documentation. (Ekta / 4 files) 

Monna Vanna / Joconda nuda 
‘a 1S10-15 
il on pane! 
9x 65,5 em 

(annex) 

any contret interest exist you can suggest your procedure you like for the further activitys. — al 

bout the price : [can after a very special price — represent a very profitable deal for you! 

or further informations, please do not hesitate to contact me via fax or e-mail. 

62S = inte Sincerely 

{ 
| 
| Widspithimarte 16 CH-6043 Adlizgerswil 
} TF +441 41 340 0094 malubest@bluewin.ch 
' 

\ 
| 

sae (H-6002 Luzern May 21th. 2003 Sai “Via 
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+4) -41~2d0903d FOR FAMOUS ART LUZER 

ACHADEMIA - LEONARDI - VINCI 

Journal of Leonardo Studies & Bibliography of Vinciana 

CARLO PEDEETTI, Edicor 

Firenze, 16 December 1991 

Please forzive me for having teken so Jong to thank you 

for having made it possible for me to see the original 

of the so-calied Momne Yanna, 8 painting which has intrigued 

me for a long time and which ip now of even greater interest 

+o me in view of the newly discovered Gocuments concerning 

Leonardo in relation to hié pupil Salai. 

XI am not surprised that the wealth of factual information 

provided by the selentifie investigation conducted by 

Dr. Seracini, should present the vainting in a new light, 

thue contirming the very positive opinion that I have always 

had of it. Indeed, 1 am well prepared to share David Brown's 

opinion that the Monna Vanna jie leonurdo'a “last great 

pictorial invention". + am in fact convinced, more than 

ever, that the work was carried out by Salai under Leonardo's 

guidence and active participation. It was common practice 

in Leonardo's time that the master ghould conceive kia 

paintings and guide his pupils in their execution, personally 

completing their mos% relevant parts or those which aid not 

setietfy him. A case in point is the London version of the 

Virgin of the Rocks, which ie rightly labelled as heing by 

Leonardo, end which is known from the documunts to have 

been carried out with the extensive participation of an 

aagietant. The Monna Vanna is a comparable case. My opinion 

ia based not only on Dr. Seracini's acientifie research, 

put also on a range of stylistic and philological consider- 

ations which may eventually be backed by documentary evidenc: 

J have arnkeda Dr, Seracjni to preparm &n Engiish résumé of 

his report for publication in appendix to an easesy cn the 

painting that I am planning to publish in my journal of 

Leonardo Studies. I am sure that JT can alwaya count on your 

kind and generous cooveration, particularly in view of the 

reproductions that Lt am planning to include. 

With all good wishes, in which my wife joins me, 

Yours sincerely; 

Cryly Redlegs * 
- UNIVERSITY OF CALIFODILEGA, LAOS ANGELES. CALIFORRMA KAZ) 

{ 

LRMAMID HAMMER CENTER FOW LEGNARIOD STUSHES AT UCLA 
VITOpk SOVILA SUMCI, LASAPOR ECCHOD (QUSTOWA) > TELRIMONE UTA # POUT ION THE 4 

EDTA OFMCES GTALYE VILLA Dt CLASTEL 

CPNOES ALM IMUM WAL CAUMTS, ViA vi 

i 4 
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22/05/2003 28:14 +41 -41-3400854 FOR FAMOUS ART LUZER 

Mian ecto see i ann Es 

UCLA 

are AA AA RT NAO 

THE ARMANT HAMMER CENTER PUR LEONABDO STUDIES 
DEPAKTMEMT OF ART HISTORY 

8 july es 408 HALGAAD AVEMUE 
[.08 ANGELES. CALIPORMEA PO0R4- 1417 

TRLEPHOND: (330) 200-2008 
BAK: CUUD) APM AOE 

I should like to thank you very much for welcoming our request about the 

painting in yout i by Leonardo da Vinci and Salai, 
poasesuion, J 

vs known as "The Mackenzie Joconde nue’ (oil and tempera on panel, 83 x 65 

" 

You were very kind, indeed, to let us have it on loan for the initial phase of the 

ye o travelling exhibition which we organized in Sweden in 1993 and 1994 

wider the high patronage of HLM. King Carl Gustaf XVI, and which was 

afterwards taken to Germany and Holland, and is now planned to move an the 

States and ther to Japan. 
| 

¢ greatly appreciag: your generosity in allowing the hosting museums tu ingure 

, painting on the basis of an evaluation far below its actual value, which, in 

estimation, could well be in the order of US$ 15 to 20 million. Unfortunately, 

you well know, even great museums run on @ very tight budget, but of couxse 

hey are in the position to ensure the maximum security as well as the greatest 

prernes 

With kindest regards, 

Nours sincerely, 

Atle Lemurs” 

Prof. Or. @ 
Director 
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ii Was My gical picasure mecung you the olher day, and i thank you tor sharing your 

home and your Coliection with me. i must conicss that 1 was rather breathless when | left. 

Viease iind the accompanying dvar Torah for your use. | hone von find it helnfil | wonld 
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riowever, the Heorew Title CONVEYS ine $0Ope OF tne enure DOOR WIiLn ali Lae phanlasmagoric 

imagery conjured by the word wiiderness, How and why does one acquire knowledge through 

this Crucible of landscape? 

Lhe word “damidbar’ 1s otten translated as desert. ‘1 hus translation does not capture the 

landscape of the biblical region in its entirety. When we think of a desert, we generally think of 

flat, monotonous terrain broken up by dunes and shifting sands. Anyone, however, who has 

traveled in the south of Israel knows that the region 1s better captured by the word “wilderness.” 

it is mountainous and cavernous, often struck by flash floods and hardly monochromatic in color. 

Images of nature created by our prophets, confirm both the danger and the unsettling sensations 
of being in the wilderness Jeremiah describes the “scorched places” of the desert. as a “‘saltv land 

without inhahitation” (17°5-6) Hosea comnares the wildermess to the erring Israelites: “T will 

make her like wilderness. render her narched land and let her die af thirst” (2: 5) In Denternnamu 

the wilderness is described ac “an emntv howling wasteland” (29:10) Pealme reneatedly refare 
to the wildemecs aga wasteland It 19 nat aurnriaing that the childran af leraal continually 

a Pk 
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int Such insecure cirournstances, 

Lie sane Jereiniati wiv Waris Of ile dangers Oi lie Wasteland, aiso recalis tne Cioseness 

stiared by Gud and tie israchics in tis piace precisciy because Ot then dependence on God tor 

protection. in Jeremiafi 9:1, ihe prophet exciaims, “On to ve in tie desert, at an encampinent tor 

wayiarers... (here 1s something about the expansiveness and simpiicity ot the environment that 

makes man contemplative and aware ot his insignificance. [he enormity of the terrain highlights 

the smallness of man and often, in place of fear, religious awe emerges. Wisdom, too, like a spring 

or sudden flood, rises where least expected. But it is not only this spiritual rawness which is 

possible in the vastness of the wilderness that leads to knowledge. It is the desire to nut order in 

the chaos. to orgarize places and pockets of meaning. which leads to the acquisition of Torah. 

Precisely because man feels dominated by the landscape does he trv to overcome this impotence 

bv building strictures of human intelligence. Some of the best examnles of this phenomenon are 

nresent tn this week’s sedra 
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June 1, 2003 

Dr. Alfred Bader 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

Astor Hotel 

Suite 622 

924 East Juneau Avenue 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Dear Alfted, 

I hope that your meeting with Alastair Laing went well and that it was helpful. 

I am sending to you an image of the cleaned Pierre. Though I am a dreadful photographer, I hope you will be 
able to see the change which is considerable, It looks very nice now. Unfortunately I did not have the slightest 
response from Mr. Aaron on it. I will have to do more homework on this charming small painting. I still 
think that it is by Pierre. 

The approach to the wineries on your large family portrait was not very productive, so I will have to think of 
other possibilities. 

With kindest regards, 

— 

Ca¥xttt 

51 MacDougal Street, suite 185 tel 212.673.3484 
New York, NY 10012, USA fax 425.955.3422 
website: www.frencholdmasters.org email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 
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Subject: (no subject) 

From: GuiRochat@aol.com 

Date: Fri, 6 Jun 2003 11:21:07 EDT 

To: baderfa@execpc.com 

Dear Alfred, 

| assume that you are back home and that you had a good trip to England. How did the conversation 
with Laing go ? | am very curious to know. The small copper by Pierre came out beautifully and looks a 

hundred times better. Unfortunately no response again from that Mr. Aaron in Paris, so | will have to 
approach someone else who is knowledgeable. 

The drawing of the young girl that | identified as by Danloux is definitely by him. Following is the correct 
description. | am offering it now to three people in the hope there will be a response. It is, as you surely 
are well aware, very diffcult indeed to sell anything in this economic climate, but | will keep at it. 
With all my kindest best regards to you, Ann and Mrs. Bader, 
Gui 

HENRI -PIERRE DANLOUX 
(Paris 1753-1809 Paris) 

TETE DE JEUNE FILLE AU FOULARD 

Pastel, oval, sight size 20.7 by 18.2 cm, with mat 34.2 by 25.4 cm 
In an original mat and framed in an antique English frame 

Ex Newhouse Galleires, New York, with label M. Newhouse, No. 873, 8 P.C. 5, Riviera Express, 11 rue 
du Congres, Nice 

Possibly a portrait of a young English girl from the time that Danloux was exiled in London during the 
French revolution from circa 1791-1800 

6/6/2003 10:43 AM 
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Gui Rochat, Old Masters 
51 MacDougal Street, Suite 185 

New York, NY 10012, USA 
website: www. frencholdmasters.org 

tel 212.673.3484 
fax 425.955.3422 

email: rochatoldmasters@aol.com 

This message scanned for viruses by Corecomm 
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DR. ALFRED BADER CBE 

24 Holmesdale Road 

Bexhill-on-Sea 

East Sussex TN39 3QE 

England 

Phone/Fax: 01424-222223 

A Chemist Helping Chemists 

June 26, 2003 

Mr. Alastair Laing 

The National Trust 

36 Queen Anne’s Gate 

London SW1H 9AS 

ENGLAND 

Dear Dr. Laing, 

A good friend in New York, Gui Rochat, has been corresponding with you 

about a painting of Venus Asleep in Her Bed which I purchased when it was 

attributed to Boucher, in lot 104 in Sotheby’s New York sale on May 19, 1995. 

Gui has suggested that I meet you personally to discuss this painting which 

he believes is an early work by Boucher. 

I am just leaving for three weeks on the continent but will return to England 

on June 24th and will return to my home in the United States on July 25". 

During the week of July 7‘ I will be in London to attend the old master sales. 

May I visit with you, perhaps best during the week of the sales, or if that is 

not convenient to you, before or after that week? 

I much look forward to meeting you and remain with best regards 

Yours sincerely, 

Alfred Bader 

AB/az 





GUIROCHAT FINE ART; 425 9553422; Jun-27-03 14:00; Page 

{ 

GUL WOCRALT 

51 MACDOUGAL STREET, SUITE 143, NEW YORK, W Y 10012 | 

TEL 212.673.3484, FAX 425 925.3422 | 

EMAIL: ROCHATOLDMASTERS AQT. | 

| 

Dr. Alfred Bader New York, June 26, 2003 

Alfred Bader Fine Arts 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

by fax 414.277.0709 ! 

| 

Jear Alfred, { 

Ty seems almost as if you have disappeared in the deepest darkest Europe. L hope char all is well and that you 
and Mrs. Bader are enjoying your stay in ‘Old Europe’ and are in excellent health. 

i 

T just received from Alastair Laing at the Mational Trust a far saying that he is aoe you but chat so far 
you have noc contacted him. | hope you will do so as he is a very kind man indeed and he told me thar he had 

met you once before ar Clovis Whittield’s gallery. He is also quite impressed that you bought Herstmonceux 
for your ‘alma matet’ as apparenily he identified some portraits of young women coming from Herstmoncenx 
which are now in the Nacional Trust at Clandon Park house. Hereby once again his address should you need! 
i: Alastair Laing, The National Trost, 36 Queen Anne’s Gate, Londen SW1H 9AS, tel. 44.207. 222. 9251. 

Iam still working on your fine ast, even though it is hot and humid here. The channing deawing of the 
young female child which you bought while | was in Milwaukee and which | thought w be French was 
tentatively grven to Hensi-Pterre Danloux (1753-1809) by Christie’s in Paris. | showed |it to Margoc Gordon 

of Aldega Gordon, major Old Master drawings dealers in New York and Rome and she did not agree. I 
myself had some doubts even though the technique was there. She also asked Cara Denison, chief drawings 

curator at the Morgan Library about ic and she agreed with Margot that i¢ could not belby Danloux even 
though there was a resemblance to his work. | had always though: it looked English, which could have some 
justification in the fact that Danloux lived in London from 3781-1790, escaping the French Revolution. 

T now belicve it must be British, which would make this drawing very interesting indeed, more saleable too. | 
have therefore written to David Moore-Gwyn at Sotheby's who is a clever man to ask ifit could possibly be 
by Gainsborough Dupont or a similar British artisy. | will write co you as soon as J have word from him, 

About the “Ptecre”, I have again senc a letrer to Mr, Olivier Aaron, who again did not réply, so I feel chat we 

imay as well abandon ever getting tie courtesy of an opinion our of him, I showed ir ro Christie’s here who 
said that it could well be by Pierre, bur chat it aceded to be approved of by a French exdert. Their auction 
estimates were $ 6/8,000. | will have to find out to whom in France I could send an image to and I shall work 
on that, No reactions from the California wineries on your large family porcrair. Selling!is very tough indeed 
at this ame. 

With all best wishes, -~ a ) 

4 _y ‘e CFPTAT 
a Pat of os racine 

MEMBRS SOCISTE DE DHISTOMRE DE LART TRANCAFS 
WEBSITE. Www. ERE NCHOLOMASTE RS ORG 
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